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Executive Summary 

This Concept Document describes the process developed for the Elliott Bay/Duwamish 
Restoration Program (Program) by a Panel (panel) of participating goveniments 
responsible for implementing the requirements of a 1991 consent decree. The consent 
decree settled a 1990 lawsuit tiled by the United States of America on behalf of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
against the City of Seattle and the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Metro), now the 
King County Department of Metropolitan Services.! 

The process described in this document has been '~sed to identify.and evaluate potential 
sites for sediment remediation and habitat development projects. Pollution source 
control is also discussed. The Panel's process for environmental review and public 
participation is described as well. A Draft Concept Document was released for public 
comment and review in August 1993 and discus~ at a special evening meeting in late 
September 1993. Subsequently, the Panel reviewed suggestions and comments. The 
Panel fmaIized the document by revising the Ex,ecutive Summary and the Introduction 
. and Overview slightly and by adding Chapter 6. Chapter 6 serves as a summary of 
material presented in the Draft Concept Document, provides updated information on . 
project selection (including discussion of two additional habitat development project.II) •. 
and responds to public comment Comments recorded on the flip chart at the Septem~r 
1993 evening meeting are included in Appendix B. 

Over the past century and a half, urban development and associated activities have 
dramatically changed the character of the Elliott Bay and Duwamish River shorelines. 
The changes have included water and sedim~nt pollution and physical habitat destruction 
and modification. 

Scientific studies have documented the distribution and effects of the pollution. Some 
pollutants have settled to the bottOm and accumulated in sediment, primarily near sewer 
outfalls, other waste discharge points and areas of heavy industrial activity. Pollutants 
detected in these areas include polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (llAHs), 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and a variety of other synthetic organic compounds 
and metals. The concentrations of these substances vary widely from place to place. 
The extent to which certain marine organisms have been directly affected by pollutants in 
Elliott Bay is still being studied. However, it is generally understood that the . 
accumulation of pollll;tantsin ·the sediment in these areas has impaired the habitat value 
for some life fonns. In cases where bottom-feeding fish or shellfish accumulate certain 

. . pollutants in their bodies, there may also be some level of risk to people who consume 
these organisms. 

lin 1994, the Municipality ofMettopolitan Seattle became the King County Department of Metropolitan . 
Services (Metto) in the,new Metropolitan King County gov~ment. 
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The physical destruction and modification of shoreline habitat have included the 
. straightening of the Duwamish River channel, the b~g of steep bulkheads and riprap, 
the filling of marshes and tide flats, and the dredging of adjacent intertidal areas .. 
Combined with water and sediment pollution and the reduction of freshwater flow, these 
activities have dramatically reduced the quantity and quality of nearshore habitat in the 
Du~amish River estuary. 

The Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Pro~ is a cooperati~e, intergovernmental 
program established to help restore and replace natural resources injured by pollution in 
Blliott Bay 'and the; lower Duwamish River. In the; lawsuit against the; City of Seattle and 
Metro, NOAA alleged that the City and Metro had caused some of this injury by 
releasing hazardous substances from their sewerage systems into the bay and river. 
Rather than expend substantial time and resources on legal proceedings, the parties to the 
lawsuit agreed to cooperate in the fonnation of the Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration 
Program. This agreement was embodied in a consent decree. An important provision of 
the consent dccrcc is that this program is not intendeci to remedy.al1 the injuries to natural 
resources in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. Rather, it is intended to 
m~ze benefits to the area's natural resources. This program includes coordinating 
ongoing ety and Metro progr8mS with efforts to maintain habitat development projects 
established under the consent decree. 

The consent decree parties, which are now jointly conducting the Program as a Panel, are 
NOAA~ the U.S. Department of the Interior's Fish and W'lldlife Service (USFWS), the 
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, the Suquamish Tribe, the Washington State Department of 
Ecology (EcolOgy), the City ot'Seattle and Metro. Under the consent decree, the City 
and Metro are providing a combined maximum of $24 million for sediment remediation, 
habitat development and pollution source;'control projects between 1992 and 1997. Of 
the $24 million allocated, $12 million· is set aside for sediment cleanup, $5 million for 
habitat restoration, up to $5 million in real estate for habitat sites restored by the Program 
and up to $2 million for helping control the sources of poll~tionthat could recontaminate 
project sites. . 

Since the consent decree was signed in 1991, the Panel and two technical working 
groups - one for sediment remediation and one for habitat development - have been 
working to identify and prioritize potential sediment cleanup and habitat development 
projects. With cortunents from the public, they established an initial list of possible 
projects, developed criteri~ reflecting the requirements of the consent decree and ranked 
the projects based on these criteria. This Concept Docwnent presents the criteria, the 
ranking methods, the results of the ranking calculations, and the list and description of 
projects in the resulting order of priority. 

The Panel ha.~ initiated preliminary site-specific work at combined sewer overflows and 
storm drains located:within the Duwamish Waterway and has ,undertaken a pilot project 
and central waterfront ~ontamination study. The Panel has identified potential habitat 

. restoration' projects benefiting trust resources in three geographic focus areas: Turning 
Basin Number 3, the vicinity of Kellogg Island and the Elliott Bay shoreline (see Figure 
7). 'The Panei expects to select and initiate preliminary site-specific investigation for the 
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few projects that can be implemented with the t:imC and budget available and will begin 
planning and implementing those projects. Planning' and implementation will involve a 
variety of activities, including additional site characterization, detailed environmental 
reviews and audits. real estate negotiations. project design, pennit application and project 
management The Panel will oyersee project design and implementation and establish 
followup monitoring programs to assess project success. 

To protect natural resources and prevent recontamination of sites selected for sediment 
remediation and habitat development projects, the Panel will establish source control 
goals. To achieve these goals, the City of Seattle'and Metro will determine what actions 
or changes~ if any, are needed in connection with their ongoing source control programs.' 
If they decide actions or changes are needed and are also achievable, they will propose 
those: actions or changes to the Panel. UponPariel approval, the actions or changes will 
be undertaken. 

Environmental review of Panel projects will be conducted, under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and State (of Washington) Environmental Policy Act 
(SEPA). To maximize efficiency, the two reviews will probably be conducted jointly for 
each project. Under this approach, ~ NEPA environmental assessmerit (EA) will be 
prepared and then adopted to satisfy SEPA environmental review requirements. The 
public will have a period of at least 30 days to comment on environmental review 
documents. . 

The Panel will continue to work with the public throughout the life of the Program, 
keeping the public irifonned of Program activities and soliciting public comments and 
suggestions to help guide Panel decisions. Specific information on opportunities for 
continuous public involvement is provided at the front of this document behind the title 
page. 
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1. Introduction and, Overview 

This Concept Dncumt!nt describes the process developed for the Elliott Bay/Duwamish 
Restoration Program (Program) by a Panel (panel) of participating governments 
resporisible for implementing the requirements of a 1991 consent decree. The consent . 

. decree settled a 1990 lawsuit filed by the United States of America on behalf of the 11.S •. 
Department of Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
against the City of Seattle and the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (Metro), now the 
King County Depanmcnt of Mctropolitan SCIVicCli.1 . 

The process described in this Concept Document has been used to identify and evaluate 
potential sites for sediment remediation and habitat deyelopment projects. Pollution 
source control is also discussed. The Pane1's process for environmental review and. 
public participation is described as well. This Concept Document'presents the context 
within which actions will be taken by the Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program to 
improve the natural resources of Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. 

What this document covers 
• 

• 

· ' 
• 

Background information on the Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program, 
establishment of the Program through a consent decree. accomplishments of the 
Program to date, opportunities for public participation in the Program, and the 
environmental assessment process (Chapter 1). 

The geographic scope of actions to be undertaken by the Program and the 
general environmental condition of Elliott Bay· and the lower Duwamish River 
(Chapter 2). . 

Existing sediment remediation, habitat development apd pollution source-control 
programs that may affect Panel-sponsored projects in Elliott Bay and the lower 
Duwamish River (Chapters 3-5). . . 

Evaluation and ranking of potential sites for sediment remediation and habitat 
development (Chapters 3-4). 

1 In 1994, the,Municipality of~tropolitan S~attl~ became the King County Department of Metropolitan 
Services (Metro) in the new Metropolitan King County government. 
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• 

The scope of environmental assessments that will be undertaken on a site-by-site 
basis to evaluate the environmental impacts of alternative actions at each site 
selected by the Program for, sediment remedia~on and habitat development 
(Chapters 3-5). 

Summary Of the Panel's approach to habitat development, sediment remedi~tion ' 
and source control; preliminary project identification; future activities; and 
opportunities for continuous public involvement (Chapter 6). 

Program foundation 

Factor$leading to the consent decree 
Under its authority as a natural resource trustee provided by the Comprehensive . 
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), NOAA 
tiled a lawsuit against the City of Seattle and Metro on March 19, 1990, to recover 

, damages "for injury to, destruction of, and loss of natural resourceS resulting from 
releases of hazardous substances ... into the environment in and around the Duwamish 

, River and Elliott Bay, for the costs of restoring, replacing or acquiring the equivalent of . 
the affected natural rcsowces, and for the: costs of , assessing the damage to the affected 
natural resources" (Consent Decree, 1991). The Oty and Metro maintained that effluent. 
discharged from theif combined sewer overllows (CSOs) and storm drain outfalls had 
presented little, if any, potential for injury to the natural resources in Elliott Bay and the 
Duwamish River (Consent Decree, 1991). Rather than go through a costly and time
consuming legal process, the parties to the lawsuit worked out a settlement agreement to 
carry out a program that would help restore and replace the natural resources of Elliott 
Bay and the lower Duwamish River. These natural resources include fish anti wildlife 
and the fisheries resources associated with coastal and offshore waters of the United. 
States. The settlement agreement was embodied in a consent decree.. (Further details are 
available in Appendix A.) . 

. Consent decree goals and requirements 

The primary goal of the Program established by the consent decree is to remediate 
contaminated secliment and restore natural habitat associated with combined sewer 
overflows and storm drains in Elliott B.ay and the lower Duwamish River. Combined 
sewer overflows are sewerage system overflows caused by the introduction of large 
volumes of stormwater runoff into the system during heavy rain. The consent decree 
established the Elliott Bay/DQwamish Restoration Program to meet this primary goal of 
remediation and restoration through sediment cleanup, aquatic and shoreline habitat 
development, and pollution source-control projects. Figure 1 shows the Program's . 
components and the funding for each. 
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One of the consent decree's most important provisions is the statement that the Progiain 
by itself canno.t and is not intended to restore or replace all natural resources injured by . 
pollution in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. Instead, the Program is intended 
to coordinate with other federal, tribal, state and local govemment programs that are 
working toward the same goal. These programs are listed in Chapters 3·5. The Panel 
artticipates a combination .of projects that will maximize the resources made available by 
the consent decree and in~grate the project~ with other existing and planned 
enhancement projects. 

Sediment ~emediation 

Direct funding: $12 million 

Habitat Development 

Direct funding: $S million 

Real estate: $S million o Projects mainly at combined 
sewer overflow and storm 
drain outfaIls 

(up so Ibi. 1IDOUIIt) 

o Projects maximizirig habitat 
attributes preferred 

o Cleanup to meet'state 
sediment standards o Focus on nearshore subtidal and 

intertidal habitat restoration 

Source Control 
Direct funding: . $2 million 

(up so Ibia 1IDOUIll) 

o Linked to sediment remediation 
and habitat projects 

o In addition to current and 
proposed City of Seattle and 
Metro source control projects 

. Figure 1 

Elliott Bay/Duwamlst:l Restoration Program Components 
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Participating governments 

The governments participating in the Program - the parties to the consent decree - and 
their roles arc listed below. These governments are working closely togemer and wim 
other concerned governments, ~gencies and the public to carry out the Program. 

United States or America. The federal govcnuncnt is ~p~scntcd by NOAA and the 
U.S. Departmeni of the Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). These agencies 
serve as natural resource trustees, protecting natiQnal interests of the public in fish, 
wildlife and other natural resources. 

State of Washington. The State of Washington is represented by the Department of 
Ecology (Ecology), which also coordinates mvolvement by the state Department ofFish 
and Wildlife and Department of Natural Resources. Ecology serves as a natural resource 
trustee for the state's natural resources in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and Suquamish Tribe. The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe and 
Suquamish Tribe are also natural resource trustees. They protect tribal interests in the 
natural resources of Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River in connection with treaty 
rights delineating usual and accustomed fIShing areas. 

City of Seattle and the King County Department of Metropolitan Services (Metro). 
The City of Seattle and Metro are responsible for funding the Program and contributing 
real estate and in-kind services to help carry out the Program. 

Overview of Program. process 

The consent decree provides a structure and process for carrying out the Program. These 
elements are shown in Figure 2 anddescribed briefly below. A detailed discussion is 
provided in Appendix A. 

The consent decree established an intergovernmental Panel of Managers to direct the 
P(rigram. Representatives of NOAA, USFWS, Ecology, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, 
the Suquamish Tribe, the City of Seattle and Metro comprise the Panel. 

The Panel has set up two technical working groups to identify and implement' projects: 
the Sediment Remediation Technical Working Group and Habitat Development 
Technical Working Group. Each working group includes representatives of the 
governments on the Panel, other governments and agencies. and interested parties. The 
groups are responsible for identifying potential projects, evaluating them against criteria 
that meet the goals of the consent decree and detennining their feasibility. After the 
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Panel selec~ projec~, the working groups oversee their implementation. The groups are 
also responsible for advising the Panel on proposed source control projects related to 
project sites . 

. The Panel will establish source control goals to protect natural resources and prevent the 
recontamination of project sites. The City and Metro will detennine whether additional 
soUrce control is needed beyond their ongoing programs to meet the source control goals. 
If additional soUi'ce control is needed, the City and Metro will propose actions to the 
Panel and implement the actions approved by the Panel. 

The Panel has established a Public Participation Committee to advise the Panel on public 
participation activities and distribute timely, accurate and complete infonnation about 
the Program to the public. Representatives of governments on the Panel comprise 
the committee. . 

Program description' 
The geographic area covered by the Program is Elliott Bay (specifically, east of a line 
between Alki Point and WestPoint) and the lower Duwamish River from the Turning 
Basin at the head of navigation located at about river mile 6, or approximately South 
102nd Street. Solely for purposes of hab~tat development, the Program may also cover 
tributaries to the Duwamish River. The Program area is shown in Figure 3. The consent 
decree's complete description of the Program area is provided in the glossary. 

Summary of Program alternatives and components 

This section gives brief introductory descriptions of the Program's components. Detailed 
discussions are provided in Chapters 3-5. The consent d~'s complete definition of 
these components is provided in the glossary. 

Sediment Remediation. The Panel anticipates undertaking four to five sediment 
remediation projects. These projects will each use one or more methods to remove or 
isolate contaminated sediment in the project area. Examples of methods that could be 
used include dredging and disposal, c;lredging with sediment treatment and replacement, 
and·capping (covering contaminated sediment with a layer of clean sediment). 

Habitat Development. The Program antiCipates undertaking three to five habitat 
development projects. These projects will each use one or more methods to restore 
and/or replace estuarine habitat. . Examples of methods that cQuld be used include fIll 
removal, regrading and excavation; stream daylighting; revegetation; substrate 
modification; water depth changes; and contaminant removal .. 

. Source Control. The consent decree requlrcs that the Panel approve source cpntrol 
efforts where ·necessary to protect natural resources and prevent recontamination of 
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project sites. Examples of source control methods include reducing, reschectullng or 
eliminating combined sewer overflows; investigating and controlling potential point 
sources of pollution; implementing best management practices; and educating people 
about nonpoint pollution in the watershed.· ' . 

Schedule 

Some projects will be designed and completed by the end of the funding period in 1997. 
Some project completion and monitoring will likely extend beyond that time. One 
sediment remediation project, called the Pier 53·55 Sediment Remediation Pilot Project, 
was implemented in 1992. 

The public's role 
The Panel encourages comments on the environmental issues and other issues that may 
be associated with the Program. Public participation is an essential part of the 
environmental review process and the Program's activities - inJact, it is requfred by the 
consent decree and federal and state law. The participating governments and agencies 
are committed to meeting these requirements. The public's comments on the 
environmental issues associated with the Program have bee,n sought early and will 
continue to be sought throughout the Program. Conunen~ recorded at public meetings 
and worlcshops held so far are included in Appendix B. These comments and future 
comments will help· the environmental review focus on the most important environmental 
issues. The Panel will consider all co~nts. Opportunities for continuous public 
involvement are provided at the front of this document behind the title page. 

As the Program moves ahead, there will be other opportunities for public participation. 
Individuals and organ~zations on the Panel's mailing list will periodically receive 
infonnation about the Program's progress. lnfonnation will include notices about 
upcoming .meetings, workshops and other opportunities to learn about and comment on 
the Program. Some of these opponunities will be infonnation meetings on 
environmental review documents and permits for individual sediment remediation and 
habitat development projects. A list of potentially applicable pennits is provided in an 
Ecology publication, Commonly-Required Environmental Permits/or Washington State, 
September 1990. 

Environmental review 
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) require~ federal agenc,ies to evaluate the 
potential environmental impacts of many projects unde( their jurisdiction. The State (of 
Washington) Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires state and local agencies to carry 
out similar evaluations. Because Elliott BayIDuwamish Restoration Program projects 
will fall under both federal and state jurisdiction, the environmental evaluation 
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requirements of both NEPA apd SEPA will have to be mel To minimize duplication, 
SEPA allows state and local agencies to adopt the NEPA environmental review of a 
project as the Process for meeting SEPA requirements .• The Panel will use this approach 
for Elliott Bay/Duwarnish Restoration Program projects .... 

A NEP A enviroiunen~ assessment (EA) Will be prepared for each selected project to 
evaluate its potential environmental impacts. When each EA is completed, it will be 
made available for public comment for at least 30 days. Because an EA may be adopted 
to meet SEPA requirements at the same time, this one comment period may be used to 
meet the requirements of both laws. If an EA is adopted for SEPA at a later time, an 
additional comment period might be provided. 

To minimize redundancy, the Panel will use a tiering approach to prepare the BAs. 
Under a tiering approach, the fust EA prepared for a class of projects will include a full . 
discussion of potential impacts. including issues raised in this Concept Document. EAs 
for subsequent projects in that class will not repeat the full discussion. Instead, they will 
summarize and refer to the first EA; focusing on additional issues or different impacts 
associated with the new projects. The EA\ for an individual project may indicate that a 
full environmental impact statement (EIS) should be prepa:rcd for that project. In that 
case, if the Panel decides to proceed with the project, an. EIS will be developed in a 
manner that satisfies both NEPA and SEPA. 
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2. Current State of the Environment 

Pollution sources and processes 
Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River are urban waters largely within the City of 
Seattle, with some sections of the river in the Program area also flowing through the City , 
of Tukwila and unincorporated King County. Over the years, there has been a wide 
variety of harmful waste discharges into Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. ' 
These discharges have come from urban and industrial activities as well as from 
accidental and intentional disposal of contaminants. Some of these contaminants have 
settled to the bottom and accumulated in sediment near the shore, causing pollution and 
degradation or loss of habitat for fish, other,aquatic life, birds and mammals. 

Areas o{contaminated sediment tend to be located at or near areas 'of existing or historic 
industrial activity or at existing and historic areas of untreated sewage discharges. The 
types and amounts of contaminants at each of these locations depend on the source of the 
contaminants. Contaminant concentrations in sediment receiving discharges from 
industrial activities typically tend to be higher than those in sediment receiving 
discharges from sewer outfalls. The waters and sediment in the deeper, offshore areas of 
Elliott Bay and the navigation channel of the Duwamish Rivei' are generally less 
contaminated than nearshore areas and so are of less concern to the Program. 

Pollution at sewer outfalls usually consists of a Wider variety of substances than pollution 
at locations associated with specific industrial sources. This difference results from the 
fact that each sewer outfall discharges wastewater collected from a large drainage basin 
of up to a few square miles, containing contaminants from a potentially wide variety of 
industrial, comme{Cial,and/or residential activities. Pollution at discontinued outfalls 
follows the same pattern. FigUre 4 shows the locations of current outfalls in the 
Program area. 

From the late 1800s when Seattle's sewerage system fll'St came into use until the mid-
1960s, wastewater discharged to Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River was not treated. 
After Metro completed the West Point Treatment Plant in 1966 and'subsequently 
installed an interceptor pipeline along the Duwamish River and,Seattle waterfront to 
carry wastewater to the plant, the discharge of untreated sewage from many outfalls 
was eliminated. 

To prevent potential sewer backups and flooding during 'heavy rains. these outfalls were 
converted for use as a combined sewer overflow to allow the overflow of sewage and 
sto~w~r during these mns. These improvements substantially reduced the amount of 
pollution being discharged from .the se~erage system to the b~y and river. Industrial 
pretreatment and waste reduction programs'implemented by Ecology, the City of 
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Seattle and Metro have further reduced the am'ount of pollution being discharged to the 
, sewerage system. 

In additi~n. the diversion of the '&ist Division Reclamation Plant (fonnerly na~ the 
Renton Treatment Plant) outfall from the Duwaqdsh River to a deep-water discharge in 
outer Elliott Bay has substantially lowered. the contaminant loading of the river. 
Nonetheless, contaminants remain in sediment at old outfall locations and contiriue to 
accumulate, though at lower rates, at some active combined sewer overllow and stoim 
drain outfalls. 

Over the years, many industries moved into areas along the lower Duwamish River and 
parts of Elliott Bay. In areas with numerous industries, as in areas with combined sewer 

, overflow and stonn drain outfaIls, chemical pollution can be exten'sive because of past 
uncontrolled or illegal discharge practices. As with the sewer outfalls, historic rates of 
industrial pollution have usually been higher than current rates. In, recent years, 
numerous' programs have helped reduce thc amount of chemical pollution discharged by 
these industries. In fact, very few industries currently discharge pennitted wastewater to 

, the Duwamish River or Elliott Bay - they are instead tied to sewerage systems or 
, provide their own on-silc ~atment. 

Existing sediment and water quality 
, Much of the concern about and study of pollution in Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River 
has foc~sed on sediment, which is where pollutants tend to accumulate. Howe,ver, water 
pollution is also a concern. Both types of pollution are discu~sed below. 

Sediment 

Over the years, discharges from the sources deScribed above have re~ult.ed in extensive 
contamination of bottom sediment in the nearshore areas of the bay and river. Some of 
the most highly polluted sediment in Puget Sound is found around Harbor Island, along , 
the downtown Seattle waterfront and next to the Denny Way combined sewer overflow 
outfall in Myrtle Edwards Park. 

A variety of chemicals makes up the pollution in this sediment. These chemicals include 
potential carcinogens, such as P AHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which are fossil 
fuels, products of petroleum combustion and one of the primary ·components of 
creosote), phthalates (plasticizers), PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) and many more 
synthetic organic compounds., They also include toxic metals, such as mercury, copper, 
cadmium, silver, arsenic,'zinc and tin. The concentration'and extent of these chemicals 
vary widely from place to place, depending on the volume, 'duration and chemical 
composition of discharges as well as on other factors. At many locations, chemicals are 
at concenU'ations that'cxcccd state sediment quality standards. 
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EllioH Bay /Duwamish Restoration Program 

III ProgramArea 

Outfall Location and Type 
A City storm drain 

B Metro combined sewer overflow 

C City combined sewer overflow 
Private or other agency storm drain 

City combined sewer overflow I storm drain 

Metro treatment plant outfall 

FIGURE 4 



Water column 

All the contaminants that end up in sediment pass through the water before being 
deposiccd. ' Many contaminants in the water attach to sediment particles that settle to the 
bottom. When attached to these particles, the contaminants have little direct effect on 
water qUality. Dissolved contaminants have the greatest effect on water quality,. 

As with sediment pollution, the degree and extent of water-column pollution vary Widely 
from place to place. Water pollution varies much more rapidly because the water is 
constantly moving. Water movement combines with many other factors - the speed and 
direction o~ movement, the chemical and physical properties of the pollutants, and the 
times and volumes of contaminant discharges, for example -' to determine the nature, 
extent and concentration of water pollution at specific locations and times. Eventually 
most dissolved contaminants pass out of the Program area's waters through a variety of 
mechanisms, including settling to the bottom, breaking down, evaporating or being 
flushed to Puget Sound. 

Although urban activities continue to discharge many polluting substances, the overall 
chemical water quality of Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River is good and 
continues to improve. Localized water quality degradation can occur near 
pollution sources. . 

'Impacts of development and pollution 
on the environment 

Habitat loss and degradation 

Both Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River supported a range of estuarine habitat 
types before development occurred. Nearly all this habitat - about 90 percent - has 
been eliminated, with the most rapid losses Occurring since the tum of the century. This 
section describes both the original and current estuarine habitats in the river and bay. 

Before the lower Duwamish River shoreline began undergoing development early in this 
century, it supported nearly 4,000 acres of wetland habitat This habitat consisted of two 
basic types: lower intertidal and upper intertidal. The lower intertidal habitat, making up 
about two-thirds of the wetlands by area, was covered by tidal marshes or mudflats at or 
near the river's mouth. This ~abitat was regularly flooded at high tide. Th~ upper 
intertidal habitat, which m3de up the remaining third of the lower river's wetlands, was 
covered by forested wetlands and swamps located ups~am from the' mouth. Although 
'upper intertidal habitat was only inundated during river flood events or the highest tides, 
the soils were still saturated. sufficiently to support wetland vegetation. Both types of 
habitat supported a wide varletyand'large numbers of plants. and animals (Tanner, 1991). 
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Several ~s of de~elopment began to affect the lower Duwamish River m: the early 
. 19008. Diversion of tributaries reduced the river's drainage basin by 71 percent and its 
average flow by more than 70 percent At about the same time, the river was dredged to . 
create the Duwamish Waterway, replacing nine meandering rhlles of river with a straigh~ 
deep, four-mile-Iong channel. The effects of eliminating natural shoreline habitat were 
co~pounded by the filling of marshes and mudflats, the creation· of steep bulkhead and 
riprap banks, the removal of vegetation and the construction of buildings and pavement. 
Altogether, these actions eliminated about 98 percent of the lower Duwamish River's 
wetlands (Blomberg et. al, 1988). 

Before development occurred, Elliott Bay supported several types of estuarine habitat. 
These habitat types included tidal marsh, shallows and flats, sandspits, and gravel-cobble, 
for a total of nearly 600 acres. Much of the area covered by tidal marsh and sa.ndspits 
was located in Smith Cove and a small lagoon near the current Pier 46. Both habitat 
types were almost completely eliminated by development, largely through filling. 
Shallow sand flats were located mainly betwcenDuwamish Head and the DuwanUsh 
River mudflats and in· Smith Cove. Again, nearly all this habitat type was eliminated by 
development, primarily through filling. Gravel-cobble extended north along the 
sho~line from Pier 46 to an area beyond Four Mile Rock. Today, the estimated fO acres 
of this habitat type remaining are in isolated pockets scattered between Duwamish Head 
and Piers 90-91 and in the band that extends north from these piers to an area beyond 
Four Mile Rock (Simenstaci, 1987). 

It is presumed that the loss of intertidal habitat along Elliott Bay and the lower 
Duwamish River has had an adverse impact on fish and wildlife resources. Juvenile 
chum and chinook salmon are known to be especially dependent on salt marsh and 
mudflat areas because they use these areas for foraging during their period ·of transition 
to the mlirine environment Studies have shown food organisms consumed by these 
species to be most abundant in areas of mud and sand flats - habitats historically 
abundant in the Duwamish River and now relativelyscarc~ - especially when located 
adjacent to tidal marsh vegetation (Leon, 1980; Meyer et. ai, 1981). Developed shoreline. 
areas had much lower food organism abundance. Loss of natural intertidal habitat is, 
therefore, likely to lead to juvenile salmon having a reduced ability to feed and, 
consequently, a redu~ed ability to survive. 

Other biological impacts 

Pollution of sediment and the water column may have affected some fish and other 
aquatic life in the Program area. A number of studies have attemptec1 to assess pollution 
effects on English sole in Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River (Malins et. al., 1980; 
Malins e~. al., 1982; Landoltet. ai., 1987; Myers et. aI., 1988). The studies foc~sed on 
English sole because, as a bottom-dweller, its exposure to co~taminated sediment could 
be relatively high and because higher prev.a1ences of liver le~ions had been detected in 

. this species compared With o.ther Puget Sound species. Several of the studies measured 
the levels of PCBs, pesticides and mercury in English sole beCause these pollutants tend 
to accumulate in animal tissue. High levels of PCBs were found in many of the studied 
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specimens but, with a few exceptions, the levels of pesticides or mercury were not found' 
to be high. The highest concentrations of PCBs were found in specimens in the East and 
West Waterways of the Duwamish River. PCB concentrations tended to decrease with 
increased distance from thi~ area. 

To assess the potential effects of pollutants on English sole. the collected specimens were 
examined for external defonnities. liver lesions and cellular abnonnalities. By 
statistically significant margins. the studies found abnormalities at levels greater than 
those in less polluted portions of Puget Sound. The highest percentage of fish with 
abnonnalities tended to be in the upper pan of the Duwarnish Waterway or around 
Harbor Island. Fewer of the fish collected along the shores of Elliott Bay exhibited 
these abnormalities. 

At least two studies (McCain et. aI., 1988; Varanasi et. aI., 1993) found that juvenile 
chinook salmon tested in the Duwamish Waterway were exposed to higher levels of 
PCBs, PAHs and other synthetic organic cheJnicals than were their counterparts in the 
Nisqually River estuary, a system less impacted by industrial pollutants. The Duwamish 
Waterway salmon were exposed to these pollutantS by feeding on contaminated bottom
dwelling organisms. The Varanasi study also found that the immune system response in 
chinook saimon smolts from the Duwamish Waterway was lower than the immune 
system response in smolts from the Nisqually River. Further investigation is needed to 
detennine what the long-term impacts of these immune system effects may be and 
whether exposure to these chemicals will lead to other adverse effects on these fish. 

Benthic (sediment-dwelling) organisms. such as wonns, mollusks and crustaceans, may 
also be.affected by pollution. A 1988 study of the Program area (U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, July 1988) found there were substantially fewer species and 
individuals per species in some parts of the Program area than there were in less polluted 
areas of Puget Sound. Furthermore, pollution-tolerant species tended to dominate the 
species mix in the more highly polluted areas. The areas showing these effects to the 
greatest degree were along the north shore of Harbor Island, in the West Waterway 
and near Kellogg Island. These areas also tended to have the highest levels of 
sediment pollution. . 

Impacts on people 

Health eflects ' 

It is not clear whether or not the pollutants in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River 
have affected human health. Health effects could occur through bodily contact, ingestion 
of water or sediment, or the eating of contaminated seafoods taken from these waters. 
The stUdies that have been done on this subject have focused on the degree of risk posed 

. by eating seafood. such as bottom fish, shellfish and kelp. One of the more recent studies 
(EPA, September 1988a) found that eating seafood taken from Elliott Bay pos.eel a cancer 
risk high enough to be of c<,>ncem, largely because of the relatively high levels of PCBs 
in bottom fish. This study also evaluated the health risk posed by seven other chemieals 
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of concern: cadmium. lead, mercury, arsenic, carcinogenic P AHs and the pesticides, 
HeH and DDT. The study concluded that the risk associated with anyone chemical 

. was not high enough to be ofconcem. EPA did, however, advise fishermen of the 
elevated risk. 

Loss of use 

Both pollution and development have affected human use of the Program area1s aquatic 
resources. Because of potential health risk, the Seattle-King County Department of 
Public Health advises people not to dig or eat shellfish in Elliott Bay nor to take or eat 
resident fish from the Duwamish Waterway. Traditional tribal fishing areas have been 
lost because of many shoreline development projects in Elliott Bay and the lower 
Duwamish Waterway. Recreational uses, such as swimming, may have declined because 
of the public perception of industrialization; pollution and probably aesthetics. While 
scuba diving is extensive on the west side of Elliott Bay', divers face little health risk 
because they ingest only small amounts of water and wear wetsuits that provide 
protection against skin contact with contaminated sediment ' 
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3. ' Sediment Remedi'ation' 

To maximize the Program's effectiveness. the Sediment Remediation Technical Working 
Group has been systematically evaluating the Program area to identify sediment 
remediation project opportunities that would best achieve the Program's goals. The 
evaluations have been carried out through a structured project identification and 
screening process. This process has involved developing criteria that reflect Program 
goals, prioritizing the criteria, identifying potential projects and evaluating these projects 
against the criteria. This process is described in detail below. A list of the identified 
projects follows the detailed description. 

The Panel has also identified steps for completing project selection, implementing 
projects and assessiIig project success. These steps include selecting specific sites, 
selecting approaches to proj~ts from applicable alternatives, estimating project 
5Chcdule5, identifying project 5UCCc5S criteria, conducting p05t-implementation 
monitoring and determining the relationship of each project to other Program elements. 
These steps are discussed "below. ' 

To, ptovide background and context, this chapter begins with a description of other 
government programs. 

Other government programs 
In the 19808; federal, state and local governments and agencies began conducting 
programs involving a variety of sediment remediation activities in Elliott Bay and the 
lower Duwamish River. Many of these programs are ongoing. This section gives a b~ef 
overview Qf these programs. The Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program has been 
coordinating its efforts with these activities. ' 

u.s. Army Corps of Engineers. The Corps regulates the discharge of dredged or fill 
material in Puget Sound under Section 404 of the federal Clean Water Act of 1972. The 
agency also regulates in-water dredging, filling and construction under Section. 10 of the, 
Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899. The Corps participated in the Puget Sound Dredged 
Disposal Analysis (PSDDA) program with EPA and the state departments of Ecology 
and Natural Resources. These age,ncies established open-water dredge disposal sites for 
clean, dredged material. The Corps now manages the sediment evaluation and approval 
process for dredgers wishing to use the sites. 

Environmental Protection Agency -- National Estuary Program. EPA has 
designated Puget Sound as an estuary of nation81 significance under the National Estuary 
Program: There were several local programs that helped respond to this designation, 
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including the Puget Sound Water Quality AudloritY'~ management plan and Ecology's 
urban bay action plans. The National Estuary Program promotes the development and 
'implementation of managemeqt directives for pollution control in the estuary. 

Environmental Protection Agency/Ecology - SuperfundIModel Toxies Control Ad 
(MTCA). Under federal Superfund legislation, EPA may designate highly contaminated 
areas f~r investigation and cleanup. Harbor Island, at the mouth of the Duwamish 
Waterway, has been so designated. The site investigation has been completed and 'fmal 
reports have been issued. Because Superfund does not address petroleum pollution, 
Ecology is overseeing the cleanup of petroleum-contaminated sites on Harbor Island 
under the jurisdiction of MTCA, the state cleanup law. Several other Elliott Bay and 
Duwamish River sites are undergoing sediment cleanup evaluations under MTCA. 

Elliott Bay Adion Program. The Elliott Bay Action Program is a cooperative program . 
involving EPA, Ecology. the City of Seattle, Metro, the Port of Seattle, King County and 
other governments and agencies. The program identifies toxic contamination problem 
areas, ~dentifies sources of pollutants, documents schedules for correcting toxicant 
problems and identifies agencies for taking corrective actions. In 1988, the program 
completed an action plan that listed pending or proposed actions. For several years, 
participating agencies have focused the program's efforts, on identifying and reducing 
pollution from industrial sources in the lower Duwamish River. ' 

Ecology - Sediment standards development. Ecology has developed sediment 
management standards for Puget Sound marine sediment. These standards. which were 
adopted in March 1991, have three parts: (1) Sediment Quality Standards that define 
concentration levels acceptable anywhere m Puget Sound; (2) Sediment Source Control 
Standards that regulate impacts to sediment from wastewater and stormwater discharges; 
and (3) Sediment Cleanup Standards that establish the sediment cleanup process and 
cleanup standards for contaminated sites. Ecology has established a sediment 
management group to help implement the standards. Several sites in Elliott Bay, 
including Tenninal 3. ARCO Harbor Island and Unocal Pier 71, are now or are expected 
to be undergoing cleanup studies. 

Puget Sound Water Quality Authority. The Puget Sound Water Quality Authority has 
developed a comprehensive plan for Puget $ound water quaIity protection that state and 
localgovemments are responsible for implementing. The plan has led to programs 
intended to help improve water and sediment quality in Elliott Bay. These programs 
fnclude watershed planning, development of sediment quality standards. development of 
stonnwater regulations and improvement in the control of pollutant discharges from 
permitted facilities. . 

Washington State Department of Natural Resources (DNR) - ,Elliott Bay 
Cooperative Mam,tgement Plan. This DNR .. directed program is intended to identify 
issues and potential conflicts, in managing th~ natural resources of Elliott Bay and the 
Duwamish River. Numerous other governments and aaencies and a private entitY, are 
participating. Participants include NOAA,.EPA, USFWS, the U.S. Anny Corps of 
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Engineers, the U.S. Coast Guard, the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, the Suquamish Tribe, 
. Ecology, the Washington State Department ofFish and Wifdlife, the Puget Sound Water 
QUality Authority, the City of Seattle, the Port of Seattle, theOty of Tukwila, King , 
County, the Boeing Company and Metro. The program's goal is to "reduce to an 
acceptable level any conflicts 'concerning issues such as contaminated sediment cleanup, 
habitat restoration, recreation, fishing. navigation, commerce and other shoreline uses of 
Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River." The program, which began in luly 1992, 
produ~ its fmal report in June 1993 (Washington State Department of Natural 
Resources, 1993). 

Metro. Metro is responsible for the collection, treatment and disposal of wastewater 
from local municipalities in the Program area. Metro has one treatment plant outfall ,in 
outer Elliott Bay, which is the discharge point for the East Division Reclamation Plant in 
Renton. The completion of Metro's West Point Treatment Plant in 1966 substantially 
reduced the amount of untreated sewage entering the Program area. Beginning in 1995, 
the upgrade of this plant to' secondary treatment will further improve the quality of the 
plant's effiuent. In addition, the agency operates a combined sewer overflow control 
program to reduce its discharges to the bay and river. Metro conducts sediment sampling 
under its NPDES permit for these discharges. Beyond the requirements of this permit, 
Metro has conducted sediment and water quality investigations in Elliott Bay, the 
Duwamish River and Puget Sound's central basin. Metro has also helped implement 
sediment remediation projects, such as the Denny Way Restoration Project, and has 
supported the development of a sedinient cleanup plan for Elliott Bay. 

City of Seattle. The City is responsible .for the collection and conveyance of. municipal 
wastewater (a responsibility shared with Metro) and stonnwater in most of the Program 
area. The City is conducting a long-term capital improvement program to reduce 
combined sewer overflows from Oty sewer lines through the construction of stonn 
drains and combined sewer detention facilities. The City conducts a water quality 
program that includes water quality sampling and monitoring, best management 
practices, site inspections. and public education. The Oty recently sponsored a sediment 
remediation pilot project at Piers 53-55 on the Seattle waterfront in cooperation with the 
U.S.' Army Corps of Engineers and Metro. This pilot project was funded by the Elliott 
Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program. 

Port of Seattle. The Port owns arid manages extensive shoreline and submerged 
property in the Program area. The Port carries out sediment cleanup in association with 
itS dredging projects by removing contaMinated sediment from the water. The Port also 
undertakes site and sediment cleanups in conjunction with its development projects. An 
example is the confmed aquatic disposal of contaminated sediment in conjunction with 
the Port's development activities at Piers 90-91. The PQrt monitors sediment as~ociated 
with its property, thereby enhancing overall knowledge of Program area sediment. 
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Preliminary project identification 
Over the past year, the Panel's Sediment Remediation Technical Working Group has 
been developing an approach to identify, evaluate and priot1tize potential sediment 
remediation sites in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. The working group has 
identified a list of 24 potential sites, which include all combined sewer overflow'sites in 

, Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River, plus some large City storm drains.' The group'is 
evaluating these sites based on criteria it has developed. 

As much as practicable, the working group has focused its sediment remediation 
activities on City and Metro combined sewer overflows and stonn drains. The group, 
however, has primarily focused on combined sewer overflows because they discharge a 
mixture of untreated sewage and stonnwater ,during heavy storms and are alleged to be 
the source of adverse biological effects under the consent decree. 

This section descri~s the process being used to prioritize potentfal sediment remediation 
projects. The process consists of establishing and weighting criteria and using the 

, criteria to score potential sediment remediation projec~. The projects are listed near the 
end of this chapter in the priority order that resulted from this process. Following the list 
isa description of the steps proposed to select and implement projects, and measure 
their success. 

Criteria 

The criteria selected by the Panel for prioritizing projects according to Program- goals are 
listed below and in Table 1. ' 

Contaminated sediment present (high toxicity). 

Guideline: Sites with levels of sediment-associated contaminants, that are 
causally related to resource injury and exceed state Cleanup Screening 
Levels should be of highest priority . 

Rationale: This element addresses Paragraph 25 of the Program consent 
decree. Sites with high levels of toxic contaminants in sediment serve as 
sources of these contaminants to biota through food-chain transport. ' 
release into the water column or sediment redistribution. Highest priority 
is given to contamination levels equal to or exc~g state Cleanup 
Screening Levels. 

Control of combined sewer overflows, storm drains, indus~rial input and 
recontamination from adjacent sediment is adequate. 

Guideline: Sites adjacent to sources for which significant source control 
actions have' been implemented or will be implemented by the time the 
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DRAFT ., 

WEIGHTING(S TO 3.H1GH TO lOW) 
RATINGS ". 

MADISON STREET 
WASHINGTON STREET 
WEST MICHIGAN' -
blAGONAl WAY 
FLORIDA STREET 
DUWAMISH PUMP STN 
DENNY WAY 
UNIVERSITY STREET 

SLIP 4 
VINE STREET 
INTERBAY 
MAGNOLIA 

. 
S.W. FAIRMOUNT-
HARBORIHINJS 
HANFORD AVE 
NORFOLK 
S.MICHIGAN STREET 
LANDER STREET 
BRANDON STREET 

~ 

KING STREET 
FOX AVENUE 
EIGHTH AVE 
CHELAN STREET 
.cONNECTICUT STREET -

SEDIMENT 

TOXICITY INDEX 
5 

HIGH 
, MEDIUM 

, lOW 

HIGH 
HIGH 

- MEO 
HIGH 
MEO 
HIGH· 

. HIGH 
MEO 

'lOW 
LOW 
LOW 
lOW 

, LOW 
MEO 
HIGH 
HIGH 

MEO 
MEO' 
HIGH 
HIGH 
lOW 
lOW 
lOW 
LOW 

Table 1: Sediment Remediation 

Potential Site Ranking -
(By Category) 

DEGREE OF AODRESSES ADJACENT 

SOURCE CON. INJURY OTHER SITE 
5 3 3 

HIGH INTERTIDAl(H} YES 
MEDIUM SHALLOW(M) NO 

LOW DEEP(l) 

HIGH INTERTIDAL(H) , YES 
HIGH INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
HIGH INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
HIGH INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
HIGH - INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
HIGH SHAlLOW(M) YES 
LOW INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
HIGH SHALLOW(M) YES 
MED INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
MED INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
LOW INTERTIDAl(H) YES 
HIGH INTERTIDAl(H) NO 
HIGH SHALLOW(M) NO 
MED ,INTERTIDAL(H) YES 
MED OEEP{l) YES 
MED INTERTIDAl(H) NO 

LOW INTERTIDAl(H) NO 
MED DEEP(l) NQ 
lOW INTERT1DAL(H) NO 
lOW SHALLOW(M) NO 
HIGH INTERTIDAl(H) NO 
MED INTERTIDAl(H) NO 
MED DEEP(l) NO 
LOW DEEP(L) NO 

HUMAN PUBLIC -COOROINATE TOTAL 

CONTACT EDUC. OTHERPROJ. RANK 
3 3 3 

HIGH HIGH YES HIGH 
MEDIUM MEDIUM NO ' MEDIUM 

lOW lOW LOW 
I 

MED HIGH YES HIGH 
HIGH HIGH 'NO HIGH 
MED MED YES HIGH 
HIGH MED NO HIGH 
MED LOW YES • HIGH 
MED MED NO HIGH 
HIGH HIGH NO HIGH 
MEO -HIGH NO HIGH 
LOW MED YES MED 
MED HIGH :NO . MEO 
HIGH HIGH NO MEO 
HIGH MED NO MED 
HIGH HIGH NO MED 
LOW LOW NO MED 
lOW LOW NO MED 
LOW LOW NO MED 
HIGH MED NO lOW 
LOW lOW .YES LOW 
MED LOW NO lOW 
lOW MED NO lOW 
LOW LOW NO lOW 
LOW LOW NO LOW 
LOW lOW NO LOW 
lOW lOW NO lOW 



remediation project is initiated and for which minimal input of toxic 
con~ants is expected will be preferred. 

Rationale: Input of toxic contaminantc; from improperly controlled 
sources adjacent to sites receiving~sediment remediation could cause 
recontamination· of sediment and interfere with the beneficial effects of 
the remediation method .. The varying degrees of source control 
implementation need to be weighted differentially. 

Potential for addressing injury to target species/rlSh. 

Guideline: Sites with living estuarine resources having measurabie 
injuries Win be preferred. 

Rationale: This criterion addresses Item D of the Program consent decree 
and provides a mechanism for assessing the efficacy of remediation 
actions. Item 0 delineates federal interests in seeking recovery of 
damages for injury to, destruction of and loss of natural resources 
resulting from the release of hazardous substances; recovery of the costs 
of restoring. replacing or acquiring the equivalent in natural resources; 
and recovery of the costs of assessing damage to these resources. 

Potential to incorporate extra habitat improvement, or proximity to other 
babitat projects or sediment remediation sites. 

Guideline: Sites adjacent to other areas that have received or have 
the potential of receiving sediment remediation or habitat restoration 
are preferred. 

Rationale: By combining potential remediation sites with other 
remediation or fl'storation sites, ~e area of improvement can be expanded 
and cost savings may be possible. 

Potential for human bealth risk. . 

Guideline: Sites that have higher potential risks to public health will 
. be preferred. 

Rationale: Sites near areas with public access that have high levels of 
certain toxic contaminants and/or infectious agents could adversely affect 
human health as a result of direct contact or through consumption of 
contaminated species. . 

Potential for public education. 

Guideline: Sites in nreas with existing, or high potential for, extensive 

public use and ~isibility are preferred. 
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Rationale: Greater public visibility will generate more effective public 
education and stewardship. 

Coordination with other projects (for example, confined disposal or 
maintenance dredging). 

Guidelihe! Sites involved in projects: that obtain major advantages by 
coordinating with other projects will be given special consideration~ 

Rationale: Coordination with other projects can provide important cost 
savings, for example, in permitting activities and in expanding the size of 
aprojecl 

Weighting and scoring 

The Panel has used a weighting and scoring system to assign relative priorities to the· 
sediment remediation criteria and projects. 

Under this system, the first step was assigning a numerical weight to each criterion. 
Seven sediment remediation criteria each received a numerical weight of 1 to S, with 5 

. meaning "highest priority It and 1 meaning "lowest priority .... The weights assigned to the 
criteria are as follows: 

High (5) 

Medium (3) 

Low (1) 

Contaminated sediment prescnt (high toxicity). 

Control of combined sewer overflows, stonn drains. 
industrial input and recontamination from adjacent sediment is 
adequate to prevent recontamination. 

Potential for addressing injury to target species/fish. 

Potential to incorporate extra habitat improvement, or 
proximity to other habitat projects or sediment remediation 
sites. 

Potential for human health risk. 

High potential for public education. 

·Coordination with other projects (for example, confined 
disposal or maintenance dredging). 

No criteria fit this category. 



Four additional critena originally established by the Panel were· not weighted for the 
following reasons: 

Proximity to City or Metro combined sewer overftow or stnrm drain. Since 
this criterion is a consent decree requirement, it would not help in determining the 
priority of projects! 

Site ownership.· This criterion,would have been based on public versus private 
ownership. It does not appear that the type of ownership will influence a project's 
feasibility or ease of implementation. 

Cost-effectiveness. Cost-effectiveness cannot be detennined for projects at this 
early stage of the Program. 

Opportunity. As with cost-effectiveness, opportunity cannot be detennined for 
. projects this early in the process. However, this criterion will be used with 

several other factors in the fmal stage of project selection. These other factors 
are discussed after the project list below. 

Scoring how well each project met each criterion was the next step in the weighting and 
scoring process. Based on a different numbering system, a project received a "high II . 

score of 3 for a specific criterion if the match was very good. a "medium II score of 2 if 
the ~atch was okay and a "low" score of 1 if it the match was'poor. 

'The fmal step was determining the overall priority of the projects. For each project, the 
weighting of each criterion was multiplied by the score assigned to each project for how 
well the project met the criterion. The resulting numbers for the criteria were added 
together to detennine an aggregate score for each project. Based on these scores, the 
projects were divided into three groups with about the same number of projects in each 
group: high priority. medium priority and low priority. 

Table 1 shows the results of this weighting and scoring process. Certain restrictions or 
changed conditions could result in a site receiving a higher or lower priority in the future. 

Resulting project inventory 

The following is a list of potential sediment cleanup sites, listed in the order of priority 
that resulted from the screening process described above. These sites are identified by 
project name in Figure S. The site descriptions include the use of the tenns Sediment 
Quality Standards (SQS), Oeanup Screening Levels (CSL) and Minimum Cleanup 
Levels (MCUL). A short defmition of these tenns is provided in the glossary. Detailed 
defmitions are available in the state sediment management standards, WAC 173-204. 

Madison,Street. Small-volume combined sewer overflow (less than.1 million gallons 
per year) coml'ollec1 to no mOre than one discbarge Per year with separate stonn:"ater 
di$charge. This intertidal outfall is located at the base of the seawall between Plel' S3 and 
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, EllioH Bay / Duwamish Restoration Program 

• Habitat Restoration Sites 

Habitat Sites 

1 Site I" 
2 Site 2· 
3 Turning Baain 
4 City Light South 
5 City Light North 
6 Slip 6 
7 Sea-King Industrial Park 
8 Duwamish Waterway Park 
9 South Riverside Drive 

10 Slip 4 
II Fint Avenue South 

First Avenue South 
Terminal 115 

13 Terminal t07 
14 Kellogg Island 
15 Federal Center South 
16 Tcrminoll08 
17 Terminal 105 
18 Spokane Street 
19 East Waterway 
20 Fisher Mills 
21 Pier 27 
22 Myrtle Edwards I 

FJliott Bay Park 
23 Pier 89 
24 City Light Pump Station 
25 West Seattle Shoreline 
26 Seaboard Lumber 
27 PugetCreek 

Riverbend Park' 
LoDgfeUow Creek 
Smith Cove lJnderwater Park 

Harborl 
Hinds 

Chelan 
Street 

University Street 

·4:':ff:::~~nt]:[~t~r-==: Mad i son S t r e et 
;1: Washington Street 

O-----Ki~g Street 
Klngdomll, I : ' 

;;;:>I---Connecticut Street 

Lander Street 

Hanford Avenue 
, 

j 

{ 

Di~gonal Way 
Duwamish 

Pump Station 

\':\.,.;.---Brandon Street 
-> ">. 

" ~, 

MichIgan Street 
Fox Avenue 

11i.:::~~ ."'\ 
'\ 

Slip 4 ", 

Eighth Avenue --,-ft-.... 
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. Pier 54. A 4.5-ac~ pilot sedi.ment capping and enhanced natural ~overy Project was 
undertaken in 1992 to isolate areas of elevated chemical levels offsho~ from Pier 53-55. 
However, sediment near the shore and under the piers still contains levels of metals and 
some PAHs above Cleanup Screening ~vels. Several other compounds, including 
P<;Bs, were below Cleanup Sc~ning Levels, but above Sediment Quality Standards. 

Washington Street. Small-volume combined sewer overflow. (less than 1 million· 
gallons per year) controlled to no more than one discharge per year with separate stonn 
drain discharge. This intertidal outfall is located at the base of the seawall on the north 
side of Pier 48. A 4-acre sediment capping project was conducted north of the site in 
1989 when the Washington State Department of Transportation 'expanded the ferry 
terminal on the south side of Pier 52. The sediment just south of the ferry tenninal 
project remains at levels somewhat above Cleanup Screening Levels for mercury, silver, 
PCBs and some P AHs. Several other compounds, including lead and other PAHs, were 
below Cleanup Screening Levels, but above Sediment Quality Standards. 

West Michigan. Small-volume combiJied sewer overflow (2 million gallons per year) 
with an intertidal discharge on the west riverbank north of the First Avenue South bridge. 
Flow volume is estimated to be reduced to 0.7 million gallons per year by .2006~ Some 
P AHs and phthalates have been measured above Cleanup Screening Levels in sediment 
sainples near this outfall. Several other PAH compounds were below Cleanup Screening 
Levels, but above Sediment Quality Standards. 

Diagonal Way. Large-volume combined sewer overflow/storm drain (68 million 2allons 
per year). Combined sewer overflow reduction was completed in 1993. Low flow 
diversion structures were installed in the new storm drain system; low stonnwater flows 
were diverted to the Metro system for treatment. A shoreline outfall structure is located 
on the east bank of the Duwamish River across from the north end of Kellogg Island. 
Sediment near this outfall and the Duwamish Pump Station exceeds Cleanup Sc.-eening 
Levels for mercury, silver and phthalates. Several other, compounds, including lead. 
PCBs and some P AHs, were below Cleanup Screening Levels, but above Sediment 
Quality Standards. 

Florida Street. Stonn drain with large intertidal outfall discharging into the west side of 
the West Waterway at ~e south end of the Lockheed property. The outfall line was . 
previQusly cleaned of contaminated sediment Sediment in the area near the outfall 
exceeds state Cleanup Screening Levels for cadmium, mercury, phthalates and some 
P AHs. Several other compounds, including other P AHs, PCBs and phenols, were below 
Cleanup Screening Levels, but above Sediment Quality Standards. The highest 
concentrations are frequently located mid-channel and may be related to other sources in 
the area rather than to the stonn drain. 

Duwamish Pump Station. A large combined sewer overflow volume (130 million . 
gallons per year) has bee,n predicted for this pump station site. However. measurement 
of wet·well elevations suggests no overflows occurred in 1991 or 1992. Flow monitors 

. are being installed at overflow weirs in 1993 to verify the flow volumes directly. The 
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submerged outfall pipe is located across from-Kellogg Island on the east bank of the 
Duwamish River, less that 200 feet upstream of the Diagonal Way outfall. . 
Contamination at this outfall is similar to that measured at the Diagonal Way outfall. 
These areas would likely be cleaned up together. 

De~ny Way. Largest-volume combined sewer overflow discharging into Elliott Bay 
(300-600 million gallons per yeu), with a: shoreline outfall located at Myrtle Edwards 
Park. A 3-acre sediment capping project was undertaken in 1990 to isolate', a large 
offshore area with high chemical levels. Areas near the shoreline are still contaminated 
well above Cleanup Screening Levels for metals, some PAHs, phthalates and PCBs. 
Further remediation can occur when the flows from the combined sewer overflow are 
reduced. Flow reduction is scheduled for 1999 or sooner. 

University Street. Small-volume combined sewer overflow and storm drain outfall (less 
than 3 million gallons per year) controlled to no more than one discharge per year. This 
intertidal outfall is located a.t the bue of·the seawall a.i the slip north of Pier 56. 
Sediment in the slip exceeds Cleanup Screening Levels for four metals: cadmium, lead, 
mercury and zinc~ Low-flow diversion structures were incorporated into the storm 
separation system. 

Slip 4. Two stonnwater-outfalls. plus an outfall from the discontinued Georgetown 
steam plant, discharge into the upper end of Slip 4. Sediment ,Samples collected in Slip 4 
show elevations of mercury and PCBs above Cleanup Screening Levels. 

Vine Street. Small-volume combined sewer overflow (less than 4 million gallons per 
year). This intertidal outfall at the base of the seawall north of Pier 68 discharges into 
the northern end of the waterfront Concentrations of cadmium, mercury, zinc and 
phenol are somewhat elevated above Oeanup Screening Levels in sediment near 
this outfall. 

Interbay. Small-volume combined sewer overflow/stonn drain with intertidal discharge 
into the upper end of the slip on the east side of Pier 90. This site is controlled to no 
more than one overflow per year. The sediment exCeeds Cleanup Screening Levels for 

. 4-methylphenol and is adjacent to a Port of Seattle habitat mitigation area. . 
, . 

Magnolia. Small-volume combined sewer overflow at the foot of Magnolia bluff and 
west of Pier'91. ,This outfall has been controlled to no more than one overflow per year. 
AU sediment samples collected offshore of the outfall were below Sediment Quality 
Standards. Therefore. though this outfall was originally considered a possible 
remediation site, it may not need to be cleaned up. 

Southwest Fairmount. Small-volume combined sewer overflow, with a submerged 
outfall offshore from Seacrest Park. A creek discharges through the outfall. Several 
samples have been collected in the creek ana near the mouth of the outfall. These 
samples did not exceed any 'Sediment Quality Standards. However, there is 
contamination offshore in this area. The (tontamination is believed to be from historical 
pier activities. 

, , 
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Harborl Hinds. One large combined sewer overflow (Harbor - 55 million gallons per 
. year) and one small combined sewer overflow (Hinds - 11 million gallons per year) 
discharge through a single intertidal outfall located. in the southwest comer of the West 
Waterway. Some flow reduction has occurred because of improved computerized 
control of wastewater storage 'in sewer pipes during stonns~ Longfellow Creek also 
drains through this discharge structure. By the end of 1993, Hinds will have been 
reduced to the state standard of no more than one overflow per year. In recent sampling. 
concentrations of some phthalates and phenols were found somewhat above Cleanup 
Screening Levels. Several other compounds, including mercury, other phthalates, PCBs 
and phenol, WIme below Cleanup Screening Levels. but above Sediment Quality " 
Standards. Contarniitation at this site may also be attributed to other sources in the 'area. 

Hanford A venue. Large-volume combined'sewer overflow (92 inillion gallons per ' 
year) with a submerged outfall along the east bank of the East Waterway. Flow 
reduction was completed as part of the Lander Street Separation Project in 1992~ which 
reduced flow from 680 million gallons per year to 92 million gallons per year. 
Achievement of the goal of no more than one discharge per year is scheduled for after 
2006. This schedule is subjecl to change, pending completion of Metro's Combined 
Sewer Overflow Control Plan Five·Year Update in spring 1994., No recent samples have 
been collected near this outfall. but other areas of the East Waterway are contaminated 
with c;admium, mercury, tributyltin, phenols, phthalates and PCBs. 

Norfolk. Small·volume combined sewer overflow (4 million gallons per year) with a 
shoreline discharge on the east riverbank, upstream of the upper navigation Turning 
Basin. Flow volume is estimated to be reduced to 1 million gallons per year by 2006. 
Concentrations of chlorinated benzenes. phthalates, .PCBs, PAHs and mercury exceeded 
state Cleanup Screening Levels in a single sample collected directly at the outfall. Other 
samples collected near the outfall were relatively clean. 

Michigan Street. Large-volume combined sewer overflow (250 million gallons per 
year) with a shoreline discharge on the east riverbank. The outfall, which is north of the 
First A venue South Bridge, discharges. behind a row of boat houses. Flow reduction is 
scheduled for completion in 2003. This schedule is subject to change. pending 
completion of Metro's Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan Five· Year Update in . 
spring 1994. PCBs and some phtha1ates were measUl'ed at levels above Cleanup 
Screening Levels near this outfall.' Several other compounds, including PAHs, were 
bel~w Cleanup Screening Levels, but above Sediment Quality StaIidards. 

Lander Street. Large-volume combinec;l sewer overflow (215' million gallons per year) 
with a submerged outfall along the east bank of the East Waterway. Stonnwater 
separation, completed in 1992, reduced the flow volume to an estimated 126 million 
gallons per year; Achievement of the goal of no more than one discharge per year is 
scheduled for after 2006. This schedule is subject to change, pending completion of 
MetrO's Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan Five· Year Update in spring 1994. 
Mercury was found in sedirt:lCnt,at concentrations somewhat above Cleanup Screening 
Levels. Several other compounds, including a PAH, phthalate and PCBs, were below 
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Cleanup Screening Levels, but above Sedimeht Quality Standards. These compounds 
found near this outfall are similar to other areas of the East Waterway. 

,Brando~ Street. Medium-volur:rie combined sewer'overflow (25 million gallons per 
year) with' a shoreline discharge located on, the east bank of the Duwamish River. Flow ' 
reduction to one event per year is scheduled for completion by 2003. This schedule is 
subject to change, pending completion of Metro's Combined Sewer Overflow Control 
Plan Five-Year Update in spring 1994. Mercury, P AHs, PCBs and phthaiates found in 
sediment near this outfall exceeded Cleanup Screening Levels at moderate to high levels. 

King Street. Large-volume combined sewer overflow (70 million gallons per year) with 
an intertidal discharge underneath the north end of Pier 47. Flow,reduction to one event 
per year is scheduled for completion by 2006. This schedule is subject to change, 
pending completion of Metro's Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan Five-Year 
Update in spring 1994. The area near this outfall has the most contaminated sediment 
among the sites evaluate<1 along the waterfront, with concenttations moderately to highly 
exceeding Cleanup Screening Levels 'for a wide variety of metals, PAHs and PCBs. 

Fox Avenue. Small-volume comblned sewer overflow and sronn'drain with a aibutary 
area of 26actes. The combined. sewer ovcrflow was controlled to no more than one ' 
event per year in 1976, but no flow data is available. The outfall is located under former 
shipyard piers south of Slip 3. lust before reaching the outfall, the pipe crosses a former 
shipyard previously owned and operated by Marine Power and Equipment Scdiment 
samples taken from manholes and catch basins when the shipyard was in operation 
displayed characteristics of sandblast material used at the site. The samples, however, 
we~ well above Cleanup Screening Levels for several metals. Marine Power and 
Equipment entered into a consent decree with EPA and Ecology that requU"ed best 
managemcnt practices to prevent the dischargc of sandblast materials tothc waterWay. 
Marine Power and Equipment has since fIled a Chapter 11, and the site is piesently being 
used for some barge-loading activities. 

Eighth Avenue. Small-volume combined sewer overflow (15 million gallons 'pcr year) 
with an intertidal outfall on the west riverbank across from Slip 4. Flow volume is 
estimated to be reduced. to about 8 million gallons per year by 2006. Recent sediment 
sampling near this outfall did not show evidence of contamination above Sediment 
Quality Standards. However, a previous investigation found PCB contamination in this 
general area. 

Chelan Street. Small-volume combined sewer ovcrflow (estimated 4 million gallons 
per year) with a submcrged. outfall in the southeast comer of the West Wa~rw.ay. Flow 
volume is estimated to be reduced from 24 million gallons per year to 4 million gallons 
per year. Levels of cadni.ium and phenol were mea~ured -in sediment near this outfall 
somewhat above Cleanup Screening Levels. . 

Connecticut Street. Large-volume combined sewer overflow (90 million iallons per 
year) with a submerged outfl;lll discharging into the southeast comer of Elliott Bay. Flow 
reduction to one-half volume is scheduled for comple~on by 200~, with the goal of one 
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discharge per year thereafter. This schedule is subject to change, pending completion' of 
Metro's Combined Sewer Overflow Control Plan Five-Year Update, in spring 1994. Only 
one sample has been collected near this outfall. The sample did not show evidence of 
contamination above Sediment Quality Standards. 

Site and project selection 
To complete ~e selection of'projects, the SedimenfRemediation Technical Working 
Group will evaluate potential sites in the order they were ranked and consider other 
factors that currently support or argue against proceeding with each project These 
factors include: 

• po~ntial'for recontamination from other sources 

• source control schedule 

• potential for the project to be carried out by different sponsors 

• opportunity for ,partial funding by another party 

• availability of capping material and/or disposal sites. 

Following final project selection, the working group will proceed with more specific 
planning and implementation. Using additional site and project-specific factors, the 
group will select projects to implement" 

For each project, the following activities will be undertaken: 

• characterize existing site conditions 

, • choose sediment remediation approaches 

• establish an approximate project schedule 

• establish'cleanup standards and project success criteria 

• develop a monitoring plan 

• conduct an environmental review and obtain pennits 

• , implement the project. 

• evaluate project success and use,the results to modify future projects. 

More infonnation on eaCh of these stePs is provided below. 
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Characterizing existing site conditions 
, 

The Panel will characterize existing conditions at the sites selected for sediment 
remediation. Characterization will include compiling physical, chemical, biological and 
other relevant information from. existing documents and conducting on-site surveys or 
studies. The results of the characterization will help guide project design and serve as a 
baseline for evaluating project success. 

On-site studies will include two types of field inv~stigation. In some cases, a preliminary 
site evaluation study may be conducted to answer important questions about a proposed 
project before a detailed site characterization study is conducted for that project. One 
example of a preliminary evaluation study is ~ w~rfront recontamination study that 
Ecology will be conducting on behalf of the Panel. Because many of the potential 
waterfront sites were ranked "high" for site selection, the Panel has expressed interest in 
cleaning up at least one. site along the waterfront. However, recent studieS have indicated 
there is a potential for sites that have been cleaned up along the waterfront to become 
recontaminated over time. Because site cleanups are costly and temporarily disturb the 
environment, it may not be an efficient use of public funds to clean up ,an area that might 
soon be recontaminated. The specific rate o.f recontamination and the sources of 
recontamination to the waterfront are not cUlTCntly known, although they may include 
ongoing sourc~s and/or migration of contaminated Sl'!diment from oth~r areas. The 
Waterfront Recontamination Study will take place over a period of one year, beginning 
in October 1993. Preliminary conclusions on the rate and sources of recontamination and 
the feasibility of cleanup along the waterfront will be available in January 1995. If the 
study shows that cleanup can be -conducted successfully, the Panel will proceed with 
selecting' a proposed waterfront cleanup site or sites and conducting a detailed site 
characterization study. 

A detailed site characterization study will be conducted for ~h sediment remediation 
project selected for cleanup. Under this study, ~e selected site will be further 
characterized to clearly establish the boundaries, types and levels of contamination 
present at the site. The extent of the study at each site will be determined by~how much 
infonnation already exists, the size of the site, the complexity of the site and the 
remediation actions that are being considered. Site-specific field studies may include 
chemical analysis of surface and/or core sediment samples, bioassays or benthic 
evaluations, and physical characterization of sediment,·as appropriate. These studies are 
a requirement of the state sediment management standards and for open-water sediment 
disposal and will be used to determine the areas and volumes of sediment requiring 
remediation,. the feasibility of various remediation action alternatives and the potential 
cost of cleanup. These studies will also provide baseline information for evalua~ng 
environmental'impacts and human health risks, if any, and for assessing the success 
of cleanup. 
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. Alternatives and their consequences 

This section describes different alternatives the Panel could use for sediment remediation 
projects.' It also generally discusses each alternative's potential environmental 
consequences, many of which will be benefiCial. Alternatives and their consequences 
will receive more detailed discussion in the environmental assessments prepared for 
individual projects. . 

No-action alternative 

Under this alternative. the Panel would not undertake any sediment remediation projects. 
Only sediment remediation efforts that are. not part of the Program would take place. 
While the court-ordered obligations agreed to under the consent decree make this 
alternative unlikely; it may be useful to consider the no-action alternative as site-specific 
options 'are evaluated. No action also constitutes a baseline against which the action 
alternatives can be compared. This alternative will be discussed in the environmental 
assessment for each project . 

If the no-action alternative were adopted, the consequence would be that sediment 
remediation efforts in Elliott Bay and the lower Duw~sh River would continue under 
the existing programs described at the beginning of this chapter. The Program would not 
. add to or otherwise modify the focus of these efforts. This approach might mean that 
sem..nentremediation would not take place in some areas or that some areas would not· 
receive the same type or extent of IYmcdiation as they might have under the Program. . 

Action alternatives 

la-WIt" rem,dlltlqa 

Capping. Capping is a sediment remediation technique in which an area of 
contaminated sediment is covered by clean sediment to isolate the contamin~ted sediment 
from the marine environment The clean sediment is usually dredged, brought to the 
capping site by barge and then spread over the contaminated area in a layer three feet 
thick. The cap is monitored for several years after placement to detennine its 
effectiveness. Two capping projects have been c~ed out in Elliott Bay in the past few 
years: one off the DeMY Way combined sewer overflow outfall and the other at 
Piers 53-55. 

The primary environmental consequences of capping would be beneficial: contaminated 
sediment would be isolated from the marine environment and prevented from further 
affecting the water, mariIle life and people; capping would prevent the resuspension and 

,dispersion of contaminated sediment in the water; and a new, cleaner habitat for marine 
life would replace the contaminated sediment In the short run, organisms occupying the 
contaminated sediment would be eliminated, but they would be replaced relatively 
quickly by the greater· number and variety of organisms that 'Would make up the resulting 
healthier biological comritunity. 
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As for the potentially adverse cQnsequences of capping, contaminants might leach 
. upward intO the cap~ thus increasing the amount of contaminated sediment. These 
contaminants, however, would be at lower overall concentrations than they were before 
the cap was introduced. In addition, the upward movement of contaminants might 
combine with cap migration, which would result in expansion of the contaminated area 
and potentially adverse effects on sediment-dwelling and marine life. Even if a cap did 
not migrate, a larger cap could temporarily eliminate a local food source for aquatic, 
organisms because cap placement would temporarily eliminate benthic· organisms from 
the affected area. In addition, when the sediment type for the cap is different from the 
native sediment it can result in a change in the composition and type of benthic 
organisms. Finally, a cap could interfere with navigation in some areas unless the cap 
placement is planned to avoid this. A site cleanup plan would provide additional detail 
concerning the potential for interference with navigation and commerce. 

Enhanced natural recovery. Enhanced natural recovery is a type of capping in which 
only a thin layer of about one foot of clean sediment is placed ov~r the contaminated 
area. This alternative might be used when a thicker cap might interfere with navigation, 
cap placement in areas such as piers would be difficult or natural sedimentation is 
very slow.' . 

A primary benefit of enhanced natural recovery would be that it could allow for quick 
sedimcnt remediation in areas, such as under piers, whcIe it is difficult to implement 
other methods or where a large area must be capped to stop the resuspension of 
contaminated sediment. Other beneficial consequences of this alternative could include 
quicker recolonization of the cap than might occur with a thicker cap. With a thinner 
cap, some of the larger organisms underneath the cap might be able to move upward and 
occupy the new sediment. However, the fact that most organisms cannot survive burial 
by more than 10 centimeters of sediment may lessen the possibility of this type of 
recolonization. This alternative might also accelerate biodegradation of toxicants if they 
are mixed with the cap's clean materials by biological activ~ty. If this mixing occurs, the 
clean material would dilute the toxicants in much the same manner as natural 
sedimentation would during natural recovery. The other beneficial environmental 
consequences of this alternative would be similar to those of capping. 

The potential adverse environmental consequences of enhanced natural recovery would 
be similar to those of capping. In some circumstances, because of the thinner layer of 
clean sediment, the consequences could be greater. 

Confined aquatic disposal. Confined aquatic disposal would involve dredging 
contaminated sediment, placing it in a depression on the floor of a water body and then 
covering it with a clean layer of sediment. In some cases, this method would require 
excavating a depression in the floor of the water body. The D'uwamish West Waterway 
Confined Aquatic Disposal Project, completed in 1984, is one, confmed aquatic disposal 
project that has been ca¢edout in the Program area. Anoth~r similar project - the One 

. Tree Marina project - was carried out in southern Puget Sound. 
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This dredging and capping alternative would have many of the same beneficial and 
adverse environmental consequences as capping. An additional potentially adverse 
consequence would be that the resuspension and dispersal of contaminated sediment in 
the water would likely be greater under this alternative than under the other alternatives. 
In other words, dredging sedim~nt out of the water at one location and then depositing it 
back into the water at a new marine location increases the potential .lor dispersion 
twofold. Dealing with the problems of dispersion and assuring accurate coverage of 
contaminated material are much smaller issues for shallow sites as compared With deeper 
sites, such as the Navy Home Port Project in Eve~tt. 

Bioremediation. Bioremediation is a technique in which bacteria are allowed to break 
down toxic chemicals into a nontoxic waste product This approach is applicable only 
under special.circumstaDces and for some organIc chemicals that can be metabolized by 
bacteria. It is not applicable to metals because they do not break down. Currently, 
bioremediation is being'used on upland sites .. It has limited application for marine sites. 
Because bioremediation requires ideal conditions for success, there are only a few places 
where it is feasible. This method is considered experimental .. 

The consequences of this alternative would mainly be beneficial- it would reduce 
sediment toxicity. A potentially adverse consequence of using an upland site could be 
the escape of contaminants during transport or from the confmeme~t site~ The escape of 

. contaminants could adversely affect terrestrial organisms on the ground or in 
groundwater. In addition, because there are limited sites for land disposal of any 
material. use of upland sites for this type of sediment disposal would reduce the amount 
of land available for other types of disposal. 

OUt-of-water r'medlatlon 

All the out-of-water sediment remediation alternatives involve dredging. The 
alternatives differ in the manner of disposal or cleanup of the dredged 
contaminated sediment . 

Dredging and disposal of contaminated, sediment in a confined area. With this 
alternative, contaminated sediment would be disposed of at one of three types of 
faci~ties: . a hazardous waste landfill, an upland confined disposal area or a nearshore 
confmed disposal area. Disposal at each type of facility is d~scribed below. Disposal at 
a sanitary landfill is not being considered because these landfills do not accept hazardous 
materials. To dispose of contaminated sediment at a hazardous waste landfill, the project 
sponsor has to meet the landf'ill requirements, which include dewatering, using specified 
handling procedures, p~cing the sediment in special containers, maintaining particular 
types of records, and testing. 

. Disposal at an upland confined disposal area involves the same basic steps as disposal at 
a hazardous waste confined disposal area. 

Disposal at a nearshore coimned disposal area involves fll'St gettii1g approval to use the 
area as a confined disposal 'site. Following approval, the project can begin cnnstrucqon, 
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first by surrounding the area with a berm. The contaminated sediment can then be 
dredged and placed in the enclosed area . below groundwater depth to ensure the 
contaminants stay bound to the sediinent in a wet state. Finally; the contaminated 
sediment is co~ercd with cl~an material to the top of thebcnn. 

Beneficial environmental consequences of this alternative would be the removal of 
contaminated sediment from the marine environment, thus eliminating further adverse 
effects ~s sediment might have on marine organisms. A potentially adverse 
consequence of dredging would be that contaminants might be resuspended in the water, 
the water then might disperse them. and the contaminants might affect other areas. 
Another pOtential consequence would be the escape of contaminants during dewatering, 
transport or from ·confinement This escape of contaminants would adversely affect 
terrestrial organisms on the ground or in grou·ndwater. In addition, because there ~ 
limited sites for land disposal of any material, the use of upland sites for this type of 
sediment disposal would reduce the amount of land available for other types of disposal. 

Dredging and bioremediation on land, th~ redepositing. This approach would 
require that the contaminated sediment be placed in a confmed area or container on land 
and then subjected to organisms, such as oil-consuming bacteria, that digest and render 
the toxicants harmless. This process would take place in· a digester or reactor vessel. 
Once cleaned in this manner, the sediment would be returned to its original location. 

This alternative would have the same ~neficial consequences as the preceding one. It 
would also have the same potential for contaminant· resuspension and dispersal through 
dredging. Since they would be cleaned rather than just stored, the contaminants might 
have less potential for adverse effects on land and when they are redeposited. 

Dredging and physically or chemically cleaning sediment on land, then redepositing 
clean material and disposing or contaminated material or residue. As with 
bioremediation, this alternative frrst places the contaminated sediment in a confmed a.rea, 
on land. One or more physical andlor chemical techniques, including screening, washing· 
and/or applying detergents or chelating agents, are used to clean the sediment. The 
sediment is then returned to its original location. 

This alternative would have the same environmental consequences is the preceding one. 
In addition, washing would generate a large volume of contaminated water that would 
have to be treated. Similarly, techniques using other cleaning methods could generate 
cont8:IJlinated solvents or fine material that would require treatme~t andlor disposal. 

Excavating contaminated sediment and replacing it with clean sediment. This 
approach would primarily be used in intertidal or shallow-~ater areas (generally less than . 
10 feet in depth) where it would be desirable to maintain existing water depths to . 
preserve or enhance organisms important to the food chain. The removed sediment 
would be disposed of in one of the ways described above .. 

The environmental consequen~es of this alternative would be most similar to those of 
capping. A potential adverse consequence would be contaminant resuspension and 
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. dispersal in the water column caused by dredging. Removal of the contanlinated 
sediment would eliminate its adverse impacts on the underwater site. However, these 
impacts might be transfe.rm:f to the sediment disposal site. Adverse impacts at the 
disposal site could incl~de the escape of contaminants during transport or from 
confinement. This escape of contaminants would adversely affect terrestrial organisms 
on the ground or in groundwater. In addition, because there are limited sites for land 
disposal of any material, the use of upland sites for this type of sediment disposal, would 
reduce the amount of land available for other types of disposal. 

New technologies for contaminated sediment disposal 

The cleanup of contaminated marine sediment is a relatively new development in 
engineering and science. Environmental laws, such ss'Superfund, that mandate the 
cleanup of toxic waste sites have created a market for new technologies to handle and 
dispose of contaminated sediment pennanently. Laboratories worldwide are working on 
the problem, but development and testing of new technologies take time. Many 
promising technologies have not been fully tested or may have limited application. Some 
possibilities are listed below; 

Sediment-washing. Sediment-washing is a mechanical technique that separates 
contaminated material in sediment from cleaner, contaminant-free sediment. The 
process, which involves screening and scrubbing the s~nt, has two end products. 
The fU'St is clean sediment, which can be pJaced in the original location or elsewhere as 
clean rill. The second product is a much-reduced volume of contaminated material. This 
method has been used to remove metals, petroleum residues and organic pollutants. 

The advantage of this method would be the significant reduction in the ultimate disposal 
costs of contaminated material. Although it has been used successfully in Europe, the 
method has not been used in the Puget Sound area. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
has recently conducted a test of this method in Michigan's Saginaw River. Its 
applicability and cost-effectiveness have yet to be considered. 

Sediment-recycling. Contaminated dredged material.can potentially be recycled in a 
variety of applications that will either destroy the contaminants, pennanently render them 
unavailable for degradation or return them to more appropriate use. The potential for 
. reuse depends on the type of contamination and composition of the sediment. 
An experimental example could be the incorporation of sediment contaminated with 
petroleum products into a material designed to contain petroleum products, such as 
asphalt for paving. Another example could be the addition of sediment to the limestone 
and clay material used to manufacture portland cement. 

Incineration. Incineration has been widely used for degrading organic contaminants. 
Incineration can be a technically difficult operation because the complete destruction of 
contaminated material may be difficult to achieve. EPA sets .standards for the operation 
of hazardous-material incinerators. These standards limit emissions and regulate process 
efficiency~ In May 1993, EPA declared a moratorium on new incineration operations 
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while it addresses some probl~ms with the pl'OCess and the regulatory oversight program. 
Incineration re~ains highly controversial with the general public. 

Ti~e frame/implement~tion schedule' 

nie S~ent Remediation Technical Working Group's evaluation of tho project-specific 
factors described above will provide a general time frame and schedule for each project 
selected for implementation. The group will adjust timing and schedule as necessary 
during planning and implementation. To provide a general sense of anticipated project 
steps and the time they may require, a generic schedule for a "typical" project is 
presented in Table 2. 

Success criteria and monitoring 

The working group will establish success criteria and develop a monitoring program for 
each selected project. At the least, the success criteria will include low potential for 
recontamination. lack of cap movement or erosion (if capping is chosen). lack of 
contaminant movement and reestablishment of a healthy ecosystem. Other project-
specific criteria may be added. . 

Each project will be monitored before, during and after cleanup. Monitoring techniques 
used during cleanup will vary according to the remediation method used and 
characteristics of the site. For capping projects. the capped area could be staked for later 
measurement of cap depth, for example. Other techniques will be used for dredging 
projects so the amount of sediment resuspended in the water column can be monitored. 
While the duration of post-cleanup monitoring will be site-specific. it should cover five 
to 10 or more years. 

Post-cleanup monitoring could involve techniques such as grab-sampling. videotaping. 
observation and sampling of benthic flora and fauna, and sediment core-sampling. Other 
techniques n:ught also be used to investigate potential bioaccumulation of toxic chemicals 
in marine organisms. 

. . 
A to-year monitoring program for the Pier 53-55 Sediment Remediation Pilot Project 
has·been under way for more than a year. The program includes the f911owingactivities: 

• . surface sediment grab-sampling to monitor for recontamination 

• sediment core-sampling through the cap to check for co~taminant migration 

• benthic taxonomy and video surveys to monitor recolonization of benthic 
organisms. 
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Table 2: Typical Sediment Project 
1993 1994 199& 1918 

10 Name DUfatlon 02 '93 I 03 '93 I 04 '93 ot '94 I 02 '94 I 03'94 I 04'94 Qt '.95 I 02 '95 I 03 '95 I 04 '95 01 '96 I 02 '96 I 03'96 I 04 '96 

1 select project ld I 
2 agency lead "2Od • 

• 3- ~velop scope 'or sHe Invest. 20d • 
4 Select consultanl 60d -
5 negotiate consultant contrKl 20d • 
8 develop project work.,..ns 30d • 
7 Panel review IOd • 
8 Independent review 20d ~ 

9 Ecology re.wlew and revisions SOd IWD1J 
10 r.eld work 40d -11 laboralory Inalysis and QA 'Od -12 write dala .vatuallon 20d • 
13 develop clean up method .. 20d IZJ 
14 DNA/prop. owner discussion 181d 1W#/////'#4W#M1Mi 

.. 

i::.. - 15 ldenlify dlsposll site 80d 

.16 recommend pre'med ••• - 20d • 
17 Draft CIe8flUP Siudy report ld I 
18 Panel review • 20d • 
1-9 SEPAINEPA document prep ISd ~ 

20 Permit·MOP BOd 

21 agency and Ecology review 20d • 
22 SEPAINEPA public comment 20d • 
23 revise report and SEPAINEP ISd • 
24 Panel review and revision 20d II 

25 Ecology Cleanup Action Dec 40d -26 public comnent on decision 20d ~ 

27 preliminary design 'Od -
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Agency permits and approvals 

Mter the environmental review described in Chapter 1 and as selected projects proceed 
thro':lgh design and construction. various pennits and approvals will be required by 
feqeral, state and local governments. The following list of potential pennits needed for . 
sedim~nt remediation projects, while not all inclusive, is intended to provide "information 
on additional opponunitics for comment: 

• Federal-· work in navigable waters; discharge of dredge and fill material 

• State - hydraulic project approval; cleanup action decision; water quality 
certification; authorization for use of state-owned aquatic land 

• Local (City of Seattle, City of Tukwila or King County) - master use; 
building; grading; drainage; shoreline. 

A more complete list of potentially applicable pennits is provided in an Ecology 
publication, "Commonly Required Environmental Pennits for Washington State," 
September 1990. 

Sediment remediation· project relationship 
to other Program elements 
When sedinlent remediation projects are selected, the need for additional source control 
will be evaluated. H additional source control is found to be necessary, speCiIlC new 
source control·measures will be identified and camed o~t. It may·also be possible to 
carry out habitat improvement in conjunction with some sediment remediation projects. 
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4. Habitat Development 

. To maximize the Program's effectiveness. the Habitat Development Technical Working 
Group has been systematically evaluating the Program area to identify habitat 
development project opportunities that would best achieve the Program's goals. The 
evaluations have been carried out through a structured project identification and 
screening process .. This process has involved developing criteria that reflect Program 
goals, prioritizing the criteria, identifying potential projects and evaluating these projects 
against the criteria. This process is described in detail below. A list of the identified 
projects follows the detailed description. 

The Panel has also identified steps for completing project selection, implementing 
. projects and assessing project success. These steps include.selecting specific sites, 

selecting approaches to projects from applicable alternatives, estimating project 
schedules, identifying project success criteria, conducting post-implementation 
monitoring and determining the relationship of each project to other Program elemen.ts. 
These steps are discussed below. 

To provide background and context, this chapter begins with a description of other 
government programs. . 

Other government programs 
In recent years, several goveniments and agencies have made efforts to protect and 
enhance habitat in the Elliott BaylDuwamish Restoration Program area. Many of.these 
efforts are ongoing, with plans for continuation as funding allows .. This section gives a 
brief overview of these efforts. In addition to the programs described below, 'the ongoing 
programs described for sediment remediation in the Chapter 3 and for source control in 
Chapter 5 also contribute to habitat enhancement by cleaning up benthic habitat and 
controlling or minimizing exposure to pollution. 

Intergovernmental - Coastal America Partnership. The Coastal America 
Partnership was crea~ to join federal agencies with tribal, state, local and private 
alliances in collaboratively addressing environmental problems along the nation's 
shorelines. In particular, the C.oastal America Partnership focuses on the lo~ and 
degradation of habitat, ,po~ution from nonpoint sources, and contaminated sediment. 
Through this partnership, NOAA's National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, EPA, the U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers, the U.S. General Services 
Administration and the Port of Seattle are implementing three pilot intertidal habitat 
restoration and enhancement projects in the Duwamish River. estuary: Federal Center 
'South, the Tuming Basin and Tenninal105. These projects serve as the initial 
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. unplementa1ion of a systemwide approach to restoration effotU in this estuary, with the 
specific objective of dcmonstratirig creative approaches to restoring estuarine function in 
an urban environment These projects can be viewed as pilot projects to guide habitat 
development activities.. ' 

Environmental Protection Agency - Puget Sound Management Plan. The Puget 
Sound Management Plan (Pug~t Sound Water Quality Authority, 1991) was adoptod by 
EPA as the nation's fIrst Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan (CCMP) 
under the National Estuary Program. The Puget Sound plan identifIes pilot restomtion 
projects as a critical Ill'st step in the development of a long-tenn wetland restoration 
strategy for Puget Sound. 

E,nVironmental Protedion Agency - Restoration programs. BPA and the Pon of 
Seattle jointly funded an inventory and analysis of potential restoration sites in the 
Duwamish River estuary (fanner, 1991). These agencies viewed this inventory and 
analysis as an important step toward developing and implementing an estuary-wide 
habitat restoration and mitigation approach. 

Environmental Protection Agency - Estuarine Habitat Restoration Monitoring 
Protocol. EPA's Office of Coastal Water funded th~ development of this approach to 
quantitative assessment of'restoration project habitat function (Simenstad et aI., 1991). 
U seof the protocol on habitat restoration projects is intendeQ to help ensure that adequate 
measures are used for measuring project success. It should also help expand the data 
base of available information on these projects, leading to a greater understanding of 
restoration techniques. 

u.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Beneficial use studies. The Corps' Seattle District is 
investigating opportunities for the benefIcial uses of dredged materials. The district has 
also supported sediment-testing at restoration sites in conjunction with sampling 
undertaken as part of maintenance dredging activities in the Duwamish Waterway. 
Testing and sampling have included sediment analysis at a potential restoration site. in the 
waterway's llPper Turning Basin. This cooperative effort between the Corps and EPA 
included a $9,000 contribution from EPA's Environmental Evaluation Branch for 
analysis of restoration site sediment samples. 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service - Puget Sound Program. USFWS's Olympia 
Enhancement Office has initiated a Puget Sound Program. Fish and wildlife habitat 
restoration is an important element of this program, which is currently working with 
local sponsors on a variety of habitat projects. Some of these projects are taking place in 
the Duwamish River. In addition to, in-kind support for technical assistance to local 
sponsors, this program has contributed about $60,000 for habitat restoration activities in 
Puget Sound since 1991. 

Hatchery programs. Considerable resources' are expended by the state Department of . 
Fish and Wildlife and other entities and private organizations on hatcheries in an attempt 
to sustain commercial and recreational fisheries in the DuwamishlGreen River system. 
Combined hatchery programs plant about 7 million chinook, 1.5 mi~lion coho and 
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several hundred thousand steelhead fry annually in the Green River and other tributaries . 
of the Duwamish River: 

Port of Seattle. The Port of Seattle and Mucldeshoot Indian Tribe have an agreement 
for funding habitat restoration and enhancement work in the Duwamish River. The 
funding is provided by a surcharge on mitigation work done by the Port. Both the Port 
and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe draw on this funding for habitat projects. Thus far, , 
only one project - construction of terraced slopes in the East Waterway - has been 
undertaken under this agreement The Port is the local sponsor for Coastal America 
projccts at the Duwamish River's Turning Basin lind Tenninal lOS. The Port is involved 
iil other habitat restoration projects through compensatory ~tigation for Port 
development projects. 

City of Seattle. The Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation has expressed interest in 
providing greater habitat amenities for its shorefront properties. In addition, the Seattle 
Engineering Department is investigating restoration options for its properties, which 
include many street rights-of-way with shoreline access. Staff from each of these city 
agencies has indicated interest in cooperating with federal agencies on Coastal America
sponsored intertidal habitat restoration projects. This cooperation might include 
providing property easements and in-kind services. 

The City of Seattle also conducts the following habitat improvemerit programs: 

• The Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility (DWU) sponsors a work crew from 
Seattle Conservation Corps every year to clean debris from creeks, build check 
dams to improve fish passage, provide public access to creeks and plant stream 
banks to reduce erosion and improve habitat. . 

• The City has adopted policies and regulations setting standards for. development 
in environmentally critical areas. These policies and regulations include 
protection measures for wetlands and-riparian systems. 

Metro. Metro is enhancing shoreline habitat as part of the West Point Treatment Plant 
upgrade to secondary treatment and is fwiding several programs. that involve habitat 
improvement in the Program area. Funding includes $25 million for the Shoreline Park 
Improvement Fund (SPIF) and $5 million for the Shoreline Improvement Fund (SIF). 

PreUminary project identification 
Over the past year, the Panel's Habitat Development Technical Working Group has been 
developing an approach for identifying and evaluating the options available for 
increasing habitat along Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. Previous work 
(Tanner. 1991) had identified 24 potential intertidal habitat restor~tion sites along the bay 
and river shorelines. The working group started with these potential sites as a basis for 
evaluat,ion and modified the list to better suit Program goals. The group has used a set of 
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goals and criteria to prioritize this Jist of potential sites. At a Panel-sponsored public 
meeting and separate workshop, the public was invited. to nominate additional habitat 
sites that would be measured against the screening criteria. This section presents the 
goals, criteria'and process used to prioritize the projects, lists the projects in the resulting 
order of priority and lays out'the steps proposed to select and implement projects and 
measure their success. 

Development of habitat goals 

The philosophy of the working group has been one of attempting to restore natural 
systems within, the Elliott Bay/Duwamish River system. Nearly 98 percent of the 
wetlands in this system has been lost to the detriment of a myriad of fish and wildlife 
species that rely on these habitats. While the Panel realizes it is not possible ,to return the 
system to a, pristine condition, it believes that its habitat development projects will 
certainly restore some measure of lost habitat function. Restoring habitat is an important 
means of benefiting the fish and wildlife populations that have declined because ofloss 
and degradation of these habitats. 

To act on this philosophy and meet the overall goals of the Program, the working 
group developed the following set of goals specific to habitat development 

Genersl gosl 

• Habitat development projects will be undertaken to benefit fish and 
wildlife species and the habitat attributes on which they depend. The 
overall goal of the Program will be a net gain of habitat function relative 
to cUITCnt conditions in the Elliott Bay and Duwamish River estuarine 
system. It is recognized that the aquatic ecosystem of Elliott Bay and the 
Duwamish River estuary cannot be returned to a pristine condition; 
however, it is possible and desirable to provide increases in habitat 
quantitY ~d quality. 'While a general objective of ecosystem recovery 
'will be pursued, priority will be afforded projects or actions that benefit 
injured trust natural resources. 

Specific goals 

• Projects will be pursued to allow natural systems to provide habitat attributes that: 
• support the ecological processes characteristic of a healthy system 
• support a diversity of habitats and species historically indigenous to the area 

'. are environmentally sustainable. 

• To the greatest extent practicable, a landscape ecology approach to restoration 
will be pursued. This approach includes: 
• consideration of loc;:ation within the estuary as it influences the habitat 

. attributes of a' site ' 
, • connections with upland habitats. 
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• Opportunities for innovative design concepts and engineering techniques for 
habitat development will be investigated and, where appropriate, tested. The 
feasibility of pilot projects implementing theSe new ideas will be considered 
before application on a larger scale. 

.' R~storation projects will be monitored to evaluate their effectiveness in providing 
increases in habitat'attributes. Results from project monitoring will be used to 
improve future project design. ' 

• Projects will incorporate public involvement. The objectives. are to: 
• incorporate public input into restoration decision-making 
• foster greater public understanding and appreciation of the habitat resources 

of Elliott Bay and the Duwamigh River 
• encourage public participation in restoration project implementation and 

long-tenn stewardship. 

• Public access· at restoration sites. should be guided by a concern for controlling 
disturbance and disruption of the sites. 

Site assessment criteria 

The working group has developed assessment criteria, whicJl it has grouped into three 
categories of priority: high, medium and low. The criteri~ by category, are as follows: 

High-priority crlterls 

Size. Amount of potential restorable habitat area (subtidal, intertidal, riparian). 

Guideline: Greater than two acres regarded as beneficial. 

Rationale: Larger sites will allow for a greater heterogeneity of habitat, 
attributes. It may be desirable to focus Program restoration activities on 
larger sites that would not be restored through other processes (that is, 
§404 mitigation, noncompensatory restoration). 

Distance from contamination. Location of e;o,sting or potential sources of 
. contaminants relative to the proposed restoration site. 

Guideline: If a site contains contaminated sediment or is in a mixing zone 
of an ongoing source, it should be rated as disadvantaged. 

Rationale: Restoration activities should not be undertaken at sites with a 
high risk of contaminating target organisms until sources are controlled, or 
sites' clea~ed up. . ' 
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Addresses injury. E~tcnt to which restoration activities at a proposed site 
address, injury to trust resources. 

Guideline: Sites benefiting injured trust resources will be prc:;ferrcd. 

Rationale:Priori~ should be placed upon activities that directly relate to 
species 'of concern under the Program consent decree. 

Location. Physical location of potential restoration site within the estuarine 
system .. 

Guideline: H location of the site in the system ensures that the habitat 
will be utilized. the site should receive a higher rating than if this were 
no~ the casco 

Rationale: Habitat types and their location withirl the estuary should be 
detennined based on principles of landscape ecology. 

Medium-priority criteria 

Proximity to other habitats. Potential for target resources to utilize other 
habitats with connection to the potential restoration site. 

Guideline: A surface~water connectiQn to wetland or riparian habitats is 
considered beneficial. . 

. Rationale: Potential restoration sites adjacent or proximate to existing 
habitat areas will provide greater habitat value. Sites that offer a potential 
connection to streams, riparian corridors or freshwater wetlands are 
especially important. 

Adjacent land use (existing). Nature and condition of surrounding land use. 

Guideline: Sites where existing land uses of adjacent properties do not 
. have an adverse impact on aquatic resources are scored positively. 

Rationale: Noise, bright lights or otherwise disturbing human activities 
and land uses may reduce habitat value and utilization of restoration sites. 

Engineering costllikelihood of success. Site attributes impacting cost and 
likelihood of success include elevation, currents/deposition, wave energy, existing 
habitat value, topography and shoreline condition. ' 

Guideline:. Sites where habitat restoration goals can 'be met with less 
. change (for oxample, less earthwork, less en~neering, less cost) and low 
maintenance should ICL'eive a positive score. 
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Rationale: Enhancing a site that already provides some beneficial habitat 
functions is regarded as more certain of success than creating habitat 
where none exists. The latter is also more expensive in most cases. 

ProxiriUty to public facilities. Extent to which potential· restoration sites are 
"geographically and physically associated with existing public facilities, such as 
parks and fIShing piers. in Elliott Bay and'the Duwamish River" (Consent Decree. 
1991)~ . 

Guideline: Meeting this condition established by the Program consent· 
decree should result in a positive score. 

Rationale: Consistency with the consent decree. 

Low-priority criteria 

Ownership. Fee-title owner(s) of potential restoration site. 

Guideline: Public ownership is regarded as beneficial. 

RatiOnale: It may be desirable to restore sites aln;ady in public ownership 
to avoid complex land purchases. 

Public access. Physical abilitY of public to access or view the restoration site. 

Guideline: Meeting this condition should result in a positive score. 

Rationale: Sites that would accoritmodate nonintrusive public access 
might provide educational and J'eCMational amenities while promoting 
long-tenn public stewardship. 

Adjacen~ land use (potential). Potential land use includes consideration of such 
attributes as shoreline desi&nation. zoning, comprehensive or project-specific 
planning (~uch as the Pon of Seattle's container plan), etc. 

Guideline: If potential land use would result in adverse impacts to aquatic 
resources targeted for restoration, the site should ~ive a negative score. 

Rationale: .Noise, bright lights or otherwise disturbing· human activities 
and land uses may reduce habitat value and utilization of restoration sites. 

Weighting and scoring 

To establish the relative priority of habitat development criteria and projects, the Panel 
has used. a weighting and scoring system similar to the one used forsed.iment remediation 
criteria and projects. .' . 
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Under this system, the first step was assigning a numerical weight t9 each habitat 
development criterion. Criteria each received a numerical weight of 1 to 3, 
with 3 meaning "highest priority, If 2 meaning "medium priority" and l'meaning , 
"lowest priority." ' ' 

Assessing how well each project met each criterion was the next step in the weighting 
and scoring process. Based on a separate numbering system; a project received'a "high" 
score of 3 for a specific criterion if the match was very good, a "medium" score of 2 if 

, the match was okay and a "low" score of 1 if it the match was poor. ' 

The final step was determining the overall priority of the projects. For each project, the 
weighting of each criterion was multiplied by the score assigned to each project for how 
well the project met the criterion. The resulting numbers for the Criteria were added 
together to detennine an aggregate score for each project. Based on these scores, the 
projects were divided into three groups with about the same number of projects in each 
group: high priority, medium priority and low priority. Projects within the same group, 
however, were not ranked in any order of priority. ' 

Table 3 shows the results of this weighting and scoring process. Certain restrictions or 
changed conditions could result in a site receiving a higher or lower priority in the future. 

Resulting project inventory 

The following is a list of potential habitat development sites, listed in groupings of high~ 
mediu~ and low priority as a result of the screening process described above. No 
priorities have been assigned within the groupings. The locations of the sites are shown 
in Figure 5. Habitat sites 1.2 and 15 are not being considered because sites 1 and 2 are 
south of the Duwamish Waterway Turning ,Basin and Site 15 (Federal center South) is 
already being addressed tinder the Coastal America Partnership. Although outside the 
Program area, Site 28 (Riverbend Park:) is being considered because of puhlic conunent. 
Figure 6 shows the Duwamish River tributaries in and beyond the Program area. Some 
of these tributaries are associated with the listed projects" as shown on Figure 5. 

High-priority sites 

Site 4: City Light South. This parcel abuts the south end of the Seattle City Light 
substation, between the river and West Marginal Way South, and is in the vicinity of 
Turning Basin Number 3. This site may be benefited from adjacent Hamm Creek and 
offers an opportUnity to daylight the lower portion of this sttcam. 

Additional Site CQnsideratioDS , 
•. City Light has no known plans for site development, and it is believed'that 

the site is generally available for habitat development project work. 
• King County Surface Water Management Division is working on addressing 

problems in tl}e drainage basin of the South 96th Stteet storm dr4in. nus 
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Size Di.I.ace 
Site 

. 
(acres) froM 

COBt ••• 

Site 4: City Lig~t Sooth medium ~ium· 

Site S: City light North high medlbigh 
Site 13: Terminal 107 " high medium 
Site 14: K~llogg Island high medium 
Site 17: Terminal la~ high low/mc:d 
Site 22: Myrtle Edwards' - medium medium 
Site 23: Pier 89 medium medlhigh 
Site 2S: West Seattle Shore medium medium 
Site 26: Seaboard hillh medium 
Site 3: Turning BlSin medium " high 
Site 7: Sea King lad. Put medium low/med 
Site 8: Duwamish Put low medium 
Site II: 1st Ave. S " medium low 
Site 118: 1st Ave. SlS09 marsh high " low 
Site 16: Terminal 108 high low 

Site 18: Spokane SI. low low 
Site 27: Puget Creek low medium 
Site 30: Smith Cove UIW Part low medium 
Site 6: _ Slip 6 medium low 
Site 9: South Riverside low low 
Site 10: Slip 4 medium low 
Site 12: Terminal liS low medium 
Site 19: East Waterway low low 
Sile 20: Fisher Mills low low 
Site 21: Pier 27 medium Iow/mcd 

Site 24: Pump Station low low -

Site 28: Riverbend Park medium high 

Site 29: Longfellow Creek low 

Ta~le 3: Habitat Development 

'aj.r, Habitat 
T,," 

high medium 
high medium 
mdium low 
high Iow/med 
medlhigh Iow/med 
hi&lt mcdIhigh 
hip medlhigh 
mdlhigh low/med 
hiRls medium 

_ hiP medium 
metJlbigh low 
mdlhigh low/med 
me4lhjgh" low/med 
mdium Iow/med 
mdlhjgh Iow/med 
mcJIhigh low 
Iow/med medium 
high low 
mdlhigh low 
mdlhigh low/med 
bigh medium 
mdlhigh low 
medlhigh Iow/med 
medlhigh low 
medlhigh low/mcd 
metllhigb low/med 
low low 
low low 

Potential Site Ranking 
(By Category, 

Prol:. to La.d lise: Eaar.eMU 
H.bitat t:lishl S.ccess 

medium medium high 
high high low 
high high medium 
high high . low 
high medium . high 
medium -high medium 
medium medlhigh _ low 
medium medlhigh low 
hi2b medlhi2h medium 
medlhigh Iow/med medium 
medium Iow/med high 
low medlhigh high 
low low" hig.. 
high medium medium 
medlhigh medium. medium 
low Iow/med high 
high high medium 
low medium hiRh 
medium Iow/med low 
low lOW/died medium 
low low low-
low low low 
low low/med low 
low low/mcd medium 
low low medium 
low medium low 
low medium "low 
med-high low 

Prol:imity OWBer hblle Laad Use: TOTAL 
to Public -*ip Access r.teatial RANKING 
Facilities SCORi 
medium high high lIigh high . 
medium high high medium . _ high 
high . medium high mediUm high 
low medium high l1igh high 
high" rnedium high low/med high 
high high high l1igb high 
high lew high medlhigb high 
high high high lIigh high 
medium lew medium medium hi;h 

Q 

low lew medium medium medium 
low lew low l1igh medium 
high - high high medlhigh medium 
high medium high low medium 
high high medium low medium 
high medium low low - medium 
high high high medium medium 
lOw lew high medium medium 
hieh hi2h- hjlth hiRh medium 
low lew low medium low 
medium high medium low/mcd low 
medium lew medium medium low 

- " 

low low medium medium low 
high medium high low low 
low low low low low 
low lew low low low 
medium high medium ncdium low 
low lew high ncdium low 
high lew medium 
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work will reduce nonpoint source pollution in the area and may afford 
opportunities for collaborative habitat work. 

• Any changes in the course of Hamm Creek would require state Department 
of Fish and Wildlife approval. 

• The size, shape and slope of the site may limit opportunities for intertidal 
habitat restoration. . 

• This portion of the Duwamish River, in the vicinity of the Turning Basin, is 
believed to be an area important to juvenile salmonid saltwater transition. . 

• The Turning Basin is at the upper end of the Duwamish Waterway and is. 
therefore, subjected to reduced vessel wake and problems associated with 
erosion of habitat sites. 
Other planned and/or potential habitat work in the Turning Basin would 
likely benefit and be benefited by work completed at this site. 

• This site has significant potential for the development of public access, 
education and interpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle trail. 

Site 5: City Light North. This parcel abuts the north end of the City Light substation, 
between the river and West Marginal Way South. Hamm Creek, the focus of restoration 

. efforts by a local volunteer group, increases the potential habitat benefits. this .site affords. 
City Light North is the largest potential habitat development site identified and offers an 
opportunity for a combination of freshwater and tidal wetland restoration as well as 
stream aqd riparian corridor improvements for the lower reach of Hamm Creek. 

Additional Site Considerations . 
• This site is currently being evaluated for a gas turbine generating facility 

and/or substation expansion by City Light. While these plans may make 
portions of the site unavailable for habitat development, it may al:so afford 
opportunities for cooperation in working on the site. 

• King County Surf~ Water Management Division is working on addressing 
problems in the drainage basin of the South 96th Street stonn drain. This 
work will reduce nonpoint source pollution in the area and may afford 
opponunities for collaborative habitat work. 

• Any changes in the course of Hamm Creek would require state Department 
of Fish and Wildlife approval. . 

• Fill material at the site is likely composed primarily~f clean sand dredged 
. from the Turning Basin and may have beneficial uses. 

• This portion of the Duwamish River, in the vicinity of the Turning Basin, is 
believed to be an area important to juve~e salmonid saltwater ttansition. 

.• The Turning Basin is at the upper end of the Duwamish Waterway and is, 
thcieforc, subjected to reduced vessel wake and problems associated With 

. erosion of habitat sites. 
• Other planned and/or potential habitat work in the Turning Basin would 

. likely benefit and be benefited by work completed at this site. 
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'. This site has significant potential for the development of public access, 
education and interpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle trail. 

Site 13: Terminal· 107 • The Port of Seattle has set aside the shoreline area of T ·107 and 
adjacent Kellogg Island for habitat purposes. At T -107 ,opportunities exist for debris 
removal? minor regrading and the establishment of a fringing marsh. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• The site is owned by the Port of Seatile. The Port has long-standing plans to 

undertake habitat restoration activities for future project mitigation. These 
plans'by the Port would likely limit any opportunity for Panel-supported 
habitat development. '. 

• ,This site adjoins what is perhaps the last remaining natural oxbow of the 
fonner DuWamish River channel. 

• Nearby Puget Creek could be incorporated into the project, giving the site a 
connection to riparian habitat and freshwater wetlands and daylighting the 
lower portion of this stream. Puget Creek, which currently empties into a 
storm drain, originally emptied into the Duwamish River at this point.' 
Reestablishing the creek's naturaJ. channel would be beneficial .. 

• Seaboard Lumber (Site 26) adjoins this site to the north. Opponunities 
exist for a collaborative project with the Port of Seattle that would benefit 
both sites. 

• Options for habitat improvements at this site are limited by the shape and 
slope of the parcel. 

• This site contains areas of known archaeological value. 

Site 14: Kellogg Island. The southern portion of Kellogg Island has been raised to an 
elevation of 30 feet and higher with dredged materials. Return of the. island to its former 
intertidal elevation and reestablishment of original salt marsh conditions have long been 
considered by the Port and various resource agencies. Northern portions of the island 
have retained much habitat v~ue and were not considered for enhancement during 
site evaluation. . 

Additional Site Considerations 
• The site is owned by the Port of Seattle. ,The Port bas long-standing plans to 

undertake habitat restoration 'activities for future project mitigation. These 
plans by the Port would likely limit any opportunity for Panel-supported 

. habitat development. 
• Kellogg Island is large enough to support a mix of habitat types, ranging 

from forested uplands ·to intertidal mudflats and marsh. Adjacency ·of 
existing intertidal habitat would likely benefit any habitat development work 
undertaken here. 
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Limited evidence suggests that some of the dredge material that would need 
to be excavated from Kellogg Island is contaminated. ' 
While the site is highly modified from its historic condition, the value of 
existing upland forested habitat is perccivcdas being high. 

Site 17: TerrninallOS. While creation of a tidal slough is planned for the northern 
portion of the Port of Seattle's T-I05, additional enhancenient and restoration could be 
pursued south of the Coastal America project work. Taken together, these projects have 
the potential to provide improved intertidal habitat along a relatively long portion of the 
Duwamis~ shoreline in the lower estuary. 

Additional Site Considerations _ 
• Work at this site would require cooperation of the Port of Seattle. While the 

Port has not fmalized plans for this area, the site was acquired with the 
intention of industrial ~d/or commercial development Upland development 
at the site might limit options for habitat development to a narrow strip 
along the shoreline. 

.' Historic use of the site may have contributed to suspected 
contaminant problems. 
The site is near Kellogg Island and may benefit from existing habitat in 
the vicinity. 

Site 22: Myrtle Edwards/Elliott Bay-Park. This long stretch of publicly-owned 
shoreline is dominated by large riprap boulders. Pocket ~"r.hes could be carved out of 
the steep shoreline, banks planted with trees and other vegetation, and kelp beds 
expanded in the adjacent subtidal areas. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• This site is one of only four currently being considered that offers 

opportunities for improvement of marine habitat 
• The Denny Way combined sewer overflow, a known source of contaminants, 

is upstream of most of this site. A source control program is being 
implemented for this combined sewer overflow, but completion of this 
program is several years away. 

• Any intertidal or shoreline habitat improvements would likely require . 
relocating an existing, heavily used bicycle/pedesuian pa~h. 

• Existing public use of this park is quite high, affording an excellent 
opportunity for public education and interpretation of.habitat improvements. 

• This site is in an area of high wave energy, making erosion control a 
significant issue. . . ' 

• Habitat restoration proposals need to recognize, fishing access and navigation 
and conunerceuscs in tins area. ' 
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Site 23: Pier 89. An areajust north of Elliott Bay Park in mixed ownership provides 
some opportunity for shoreline enhancement 

Additiongl Site ConsiderqtjQN 
• Most of this site is currently under private ownership and would require 

acquisition prior to habitat development work. 
• This site is one of only f9ur cUlTCntly being considered that offers 

oppOrtunities for improvement of marine habitat. 
• The size, shape and slope of the site may limit opportunities for intertidal 

habitat ICstonWon and shoICline improvements. ' 
• Any intertidal or shoreline habitat improvements would likely require 

relocating an existing, heavily used bicycle/pcdestrian path. 
• lbis site is in an area of high wave energy,.making erosion control a 

significant issue. . 
• Habitat restoration proposals need to 'recognize navigation and commerce 

uses in this area. 

Site 25: West Seattle Shoreline. The shoreline north and south of Seacrest Park could 
be diversified. Habitat development activities could be completed. in conjunction with 
public access and interpretive displays. 

Additional Site ConsideratioM 
• Recent Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation improvements along the 

shoreline will limit opportunities for habitat development work. 
• Any intertidal or shoreline habitat improvements would likely require 

relocating an existing, heavily used bicycle/pedesuian path. 
• This site is one of only four cUlTCntly being considered that offer an 

opportunity for improvement of marine habitat This site may be unique in 
its ability to support subtidal vegetation enhancement. 

• Known sediment contaminant problems adjacent to the site should be 
remediated. in conjunction with habitat improvements. 

• The site is relatively isolated from indusuial and marine cargo activities. 
• nus site is subject to seasonal stonn damage, making erosion control a 

significant issue. 
• This site is a popular scuba diving area. Divers represent potential advocates 

and long-tenn stewards of the site. 
• Existing public use of this park is quite high, affording an excellent 

opportunity for public education and interpretation of habitat improvements. 
• Habitat restoration proposals need to recognize navigation, commerce and 

fishing access uses in this area. 

Site 26: Seaboard Lumber. Fonnerly the site of a large sawmill, this site is cUlTCntly 
being considered for, purchase by the Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation. 
Acquisition would include about 10 acres of submerged lands with important habitat 
value adjacent to Kellogg Island. Habitat restoration activities could be coordinated with 
development of a park at this site. 
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Additional Site Considerations 
• This site has been given a high priority for acquisition under the Seattle 

Department of Parks and Recreation's Shoreline Park Improvement Fund 
(SPIF), affording an excellent opportunity for cooperation in developing the 
site. However, cooperation with the Parks Department on this site will 
require a decision by all parties in 1993. 

• Development of this site may require an easement over a small portion of 
Port of Seattle property. ' 

• This site adjoins what is perhaps the last remaining natural oxbow. of the 
fonner Duwamish River channel. Purchase of the site and dedication to 
habitat development would likely protect this relic shoreline as well as 
adjacent intertidal and subtidal areas. 

• Nearby Puget Creek could be incorporated into the project. giving the· site a 
connection to riparian habitat and freshwater wetlands and daylighting 
the lower portion of this stream. Puget Creek currently empties into a 
storm drain. 

• The site is near Kellogg Island and will benefit from existing habitat in 
the vicinity. 

• Habitat development at the old Seaboard Lumber mill 5ite will xcquire 
extensive site cleanup and excavation of fill material. 

• Adjacent property has known archaeological value. 
• This site has significant potential for the development of public access, 

education and interpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle trail. The development of an education facility 
or learning center may be possible here. 

Medium-priority sites 

Site 3: Turning Basin. This site is located at the head of navigation on the Duwamish 
Waterway. Portions of the site are currently being restored by federal agencies and the 
Port of Seattle under the Coastal America Partnership. It is possible that the rest of the 
site may be restored by the Port at a later date. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• This site is owned by the Port of Seattle, and it is believed that the Port has 

long-term habitat development activities planned for the site that might 
preclude Panel involvement 

• Other planned andlor potential habitat work in the Turning Basin would 
likely benefit and be benefited by work completed at this site. 

• This portion of the Duwamish River, in the vicinity of the Turning Basin, is 
believed to be an area important to juvenile salmonid saltwater transition. 

• The Turning Basin is at the upper end of the Duwamish Waterway and is, 
therefore, subjected to reduced vessel wake and problems associated with 
erosion of habitat sites. 
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• This site has significant potential for the development of public access, 
education and interpretiveJacilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamisb bicycle trail. . 

Site 7: Sea-King Industrial Park. A narrow parcel adjacent to this warehouse 
development may offer the possibility for shoreline improvements at the top of the bank. 

Additional Site CtWiderations 
• This site is cUrrently under private ownership and would require acquisition 

prior to habitat development activities. 
• Slope and small site size significantly constrain habitat development 

opportunities. 

Site 8: Duwamish Waterway Park. Riprap and eroding shoreline at this small City of 
Seattle park could be replaced with an expanded beach area and the establishment of a 
fringing marsh. 

Additionql Site Considerations 
• This site is on the list of Seattle's.SPlF sites, affording an opportunity for 

cooperation in developing the site. 
• As one of very few sites in the middle portion of the Duwamish River 

currently being considered. the site represents an opportunity to establish a 
small pocket of habitat connecting upstream and downstream habitat 
development projects. 

• Small site size significantly constrains habitat development opportunities. 
• The South Park Community represents a potential advocate and steward of 

this site. 
• This site has significant potential for the development of education and 

interpretive facilities. 

Site IVIIB: First Avenue South. Repairs and expansion of the First Avenue South 
bridge may afford opportunities for habitat improvement in adjacent shoreline areas. 
Slopes could be regraded and vegetation established in areas undemeath or along the 
bridge and its approaches. Site lIB is an expanded project at this site, connecting an 
existing marsh. currently isolated from surface water features, to the Duwamish River. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• This site could be cooperatively developed with the Washington State 

Department of Transportation (DOT). With DOT cooperation, the Panel 
might realize a relatively large-scale habitat project for a modest investment. 

• The project bas the potential to provide a surface water connection to a marsh 
that is believed to be limited in habitat value by its isolated condition. 

• This project involves complicated permitting issues and would require a high 
degree of agency cooperation; 
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• The . value of habitat enhancement work under the First A venue South bridge 
may be limited by high noise and low light levels. 

• Known problems of groundwater contamination associated with this site 
would require further evaluation. 

Site 16: TerminaJ 108. Portions of this ~ite have been restored by the Port of S'eattle. 
Additional excavation and shoreline enhancement activities remain possible at T-IOS. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• Because this site is owned by the Port of Seattle, habitat work here would 

require Port cooperation. 
• This site is adjacent to the Diagonal Way/Duwamish combined sewer 

overflow. a known source of contaminants. 
• . Intertidal habitat enhancement could be compatible with existing uses of the 

shoreline at T-IOS. 
• Current and/or potential habitat work in the vicinity would likely increase the 

value of habitat work completed at this site. 
• Habitat work here could be combined with sediment remediation. Known 

sediment contamination problems adjacent to the she could be remediatcd in 
conjunction with habitat improvements. 

Site 18: Spokane Street. An opportunity exists for relatively small-scale habitat work 
in association with landscaping planned under the new bridge. 

Additional Sire Constderartons 
• The Seattle Engineering Department is currently developing landscaping 

plans for the recently completed bridge work andbas expressed interest in 
working with the Panel. With the potential for a modest investment by the 
Panel, intertidal habitat improvements could be coordinated with this planned 
work. Pursuing this project would require a decision as soon as possible 
in 1993. 

• The site is one of a limited number of sites currently being considered near 
the mouth' of the Duwamish River. 

• Proximity to known areas of contamination could limit habitat benefits. 
• Small site size significantly constrains habitat development opportunities. , 
• The value of habitat enhancement WOrkl under the Spokane Street bridge may 

be limited by high noise and low light levels. 
• Boat wake from the adjacent West Wau:rway would make erosion a 

significant problem. 

Site 27: Puget Creek. Puget Creek is a small low-flow perennial stream that drains the 
Puget Ridge area of West Seattle. About 0.6 miles of the creek flows through Puget Park 
and can be characterized as a largely natural riparian system. The lower portion of the 
creek flows into a storm drain before discharging to the Duwamish River at Idaho Street. 
Restoration would include daylighting of the lower reach and associal,ed, wetland 
restoration/creation. 
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Additional Site COnsiderations 
• Most of the upper watershed is subject to residential development pressure. 

Water quality is threatened by sedimentation, nonpoint source pollution and 
other effects of poor source control and construction activities. 

• A Local Improvement District petition for road construction through a 
riparian wetland, which serves as a tributary to the system, has been flled and 
could further adversely affect water quality and quantity. 

• KnoWn soil contamination from historical industrial activities near T -107 
could limit restoration options. 

• Citizen interest in Puget Creek represents potential stewardship role. 
• This site has significant potential for the development of public access. 

education and interpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle trcdl. 

Site 30: Smitb Cove Underwater Park. This site is an existing underwater park in the 
vicinity of the Elliott Bay Marina and Terminal 91. Intertidal and subtidal areas have 
been restored and enhanced for mitigation purposes. Opportunities at this site are limited 
primarily to additional substrate enhancement. 

. Additional Site Considerations 
• Intertidal areas are subject to high public use during low tide. 
• This site has significant potential for the development of public access, 

education and in~rpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle trail. 

• No additional expanse of aquatic habitat area is feasible at this site. 

Low-priority sites 

Site 6:' Slip 6 •. Habitat. restoration activities in this side channel off the Duwamish River 
might include raising the elevation of dredged areas by placing material in the water. 

Site 9: South Riverside Drive. A street right-of-way adjacent to the Duwamish River 
in the South Park neighborhood, this site would benefit from debris removal and 
shoreline plantings. 

Site 10: Slip 4. This side channel could offer opportunities for regrading adjacent 
upland as well as shoaling dredged subtidal areas. Habitat restoration here should not 
proceed until site contamination issues are addressed. 

Site 12: Terminal 115. A small "cove" north of the Port of Seattle's T-1l5 properties 
might present opportunities for expansion and intertidal area improvements. 

Site 19: East Waterway. Intertidal "mounds"created in the waterway for mitigation 
and adjacent shoreline areas would benefit from habitat enhancement. 
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Site 20: Fisher Mills. If fill material in an area cU11'ently used for parlcing adjacent to 
the West Waterway were excavated, the site could be regraded to an intertidal elevation. 

Site 21: Pier 27. Pier 27 contains a slip adjacent to the East Waterway, the majority of 
which is no longer used. Cut-and-fill activities here could significantly expand and 
improve intertidal.habitat 

Site 24: City Light Pump Station. This site; fonnerly the pump station for the old 
Georgetown steam plant, is still in public ownership. Fill material and retaining walls 
could be removed to increase intertidal area, and interpretive materials could be 
developed 'in conjunction with the old structure. 

Site 28: Riverbend Park. While upstream of the Turning Basin, this site was evaluated 
by the working group at the request of area residents. Separation from the Duwamish . 
River by a major arterial prevents major aquatic habitat improvements, thus limiting the 
potential for Panel participation in this proposal. 

Site 29: Longfellow Creek. Until the lower reaches of Longfellow Creek can be 
daylighted. the working group has been unable to develop a $peCif'lC restoration project 
for evaluation using assessment criteria. The Port of Seattle is contemplating 
development activities in this area as part of its proposed Southwest Harbor development 
plans. Implementation of these plans by the Port may trigger future reevaluation of this 
site. Any future habitat development activities undertaken by the Panel should be 
consistent with the Longfellow Creek Watershed Action Plan (Seattle Engineering 
Department, 1993). 

Site and project selection 
. After fmalizing the ranking of potential sites using the criteria described above .• the 

Habitat Development Technical Working Group will begin a process of site selection and 
project implementation. Sites ranking high in the evaluation will be closely examined 
for their ability to be completed in a timely manner and for their relationship to the 

. Program as a whole. Crucial issues that will be considered in n81TOwing the focus to the 
three to five sites that can be completed with the available time and money include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

willingness of the land owner to allow habitat development activities 

opportunity for partnerships with other parties, thus expanding the scope of 
the Program 

results of more detailed examination of site contamination and potential effects of 
proximate pollutant sources on habitat projects 

cost and engineering feasibility of project activities. 
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Following final site selection, the working. group will proceed with more specific 
planning and implementation. Using additional site and project-specific factors, the 
group will develop projects. 

For each project, the following activities will be conducted: . 

• characterize existing site conditions 

• environmental audit 

• choose habitat development approaches 

• establish an approximate project schedule 

• establish project success criteria 

• develop a monitoring plan 

• conduct an environmental review and obtain pennits 

• implement the project 

• monitor project success an~ use the results to modify future projects. 

More infonnation on each of these steps is provided below. 

Characterizing existing site conditions 

The Panel will characterize existing conditions at the sites of selected projects. 
Characterization will include compiling physical, chemical, biological and other relevant 
infonnation from existing documents and conducting on-site surveys or studies. The 
results of the characterization will help guide project design and serve as a baseline for 
evaluating project success. 

Environmental audit 

An environmental audit will be conducted if a property is going to be purchased. The 
focus of the environmental audit is to look for physical or chemical factors that would 
constrain the use of the property and result in liability to the owner. The audit will be 
conducted according to Ecology guidelines. 

Alternatives and their consequences 
1bis scction describes different alternatives the Panel has considered for habitat 
development. It also generally discusses each alternative's potential environmental 
consequences, many of which will be beneficial.· Alternatives and their consequences 
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will receive more detailed discussion in the envu-onmental assessments prepared for 
individual projects. 

The approach selected for specific projects could be a combination of elements from one 
or more of the action alternatives. The envirollll1ental consequences of all these 
alternatives would be the protection or enhancement of habitat and thus the 
encouragement of the growth or establishment of desired plant and animal species. 

No-action alternative 

Under this alternative, the Panel would not undertake any habitat development projects. 
Only habitat development efforts that are not part of the Program would take place. 
While the court-ordered obligations agreed to under the consent decree maJce this 
alternative unlikely (since it appears to be inconsistent with the intent of the consent 
decree), it may be useful to consider the no-action alternative as site-specific options are 
evaluated. No action also constitutes a baseline against which the action alternatives can 
be compared. This alternative will be discussed in the environmental assessment for 
each project. 

The outcome of the no-action alternative would be continued reliance on the programs 
described for habitat restoration activities at the beginning of this chapter. Additional 

. habitat restoration efforts would likely be limited to compensatory mitigation projects 
associated with industrial development. Sites being considered for habitat development 
under the Program might be developed for industrial pwposes if restoration projects are 
not implemented. The Program would not add to or otherwise modify the focus of 
these efforts. 

Action altematlves 

lost/tutlqa'l/rlguJ,rorv cqatrols 

Existing habitat preservation through increased institutionaVregulatory controls would 
consist of one or more of a variety of potential regulatory mechanisms. To minimize 
habitat degradation, these mechanisms could include changes in local ordinances or 
zoning as well as modifications in federal and/or state regulations. This alternative might 
also involve working with private and public landowners to help them take steps to 
protect or enhance habitat on or adjoining their property. As this type of alternative 
would not directly result in an improvement of the status quo, the Panel would have to 
examine any institutionaVregulatory proposal carefully to insure that it would be 
consistent with the Panel's goals and the intent of the consent dccrcc. 

Lsad RWch,uIDrfUUJry,rloa 

Land purchase/preservation would preserve existing habitat through the purchase of 
property that bas some habitat value. The land could be set aside for future habitat 
enhancement efforts or preserved in its current condition. As this type of alternative 
would not directly result in an improvement of the status quo, the Panel would have to 
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examine ,any land pmchase/preservation proposal carefully to insure that it would be 
consistent, with the Program's goals and the intent of the consent decree. 

HabUa' d,v"QRIR,nt 

For'most sites. a combination of habitat development approaches will probably be used. 
A brief discussion of the impacts associated with each approach is also provided, but is 
not intended. to be comprehensive. Because of the site-specific nature of environmental 
impacts, a more detailed impact apalysis is being reserved for the environmental ' 
assessments that will be prepared for each project. 

Fill removal, regrading, excavation. Historically, the wetlands bordering the lower 
Dnwamish River and the Seattle waterfront were drainM and fillM to create land mitable 
for agriculture, navigation and commerce, and urban development. The historical, 
meandering river channel was replaced by a dredged waterway, and the 'material was, 
disposed of in adjacent intertidal wetlands. At the same time, the shoreline was 
reinforced with vertical bulkheads or large rocks (riprap) to prevent erosion. Restoration 
of intertidal habitat often requires temoval of the fill and shoreline reinforcement and 
then regrading to create a more gradual slope characteristic of a natural shoreline. 
Depending on other factors, such as location in the estuary and site-specific 
characteristics, the created intertidal area may undergo additional restoration work so that 
a mudflat, beach or vegetated wetland can be C1'eated. 

Positive impacts of fill removal include the creation of habitats that provide food, 
fomging and resting areas for juvenile salmonids and other fish, shore birds ilDd other 
wildlife. Adverse impacts of fill removal may include temporary increases in erosion 
associated with land disturbance; transport and disposal impacts away from the project 
site, if the material on-site cannot be incorporated into project design; temporary 
construction noise; and increases in air pollUtion associated with construction equipment. 
In some cases as intertidal,conditions are restored, vegetation and associated habitat 
benefits of upland, areas may be lost. 

Stream-dayligbting. Freshwater streams draining to the Duwamisb River are mostly 
hidden in culverts as the result of historical development practices. In some cases, 
enough of the original stre~ near its mouth remains above ground to make it feasible to 
restore the stream to the surface. Depending on existing development patterns, the route 
for a daylighted stream may not be its historical location. Under this approach. restored 
streams would be designed to be as natural in appearance and function as possible, 
providing meanders, riparian vegetation. gravel substrate. pools and riffles. and other 
characteristics of healthy streams. 

Positive impacts of daylighting streams include the restoration of free-flowing streams 
that provide shelter and food for juvenile salmonids as well as spawning habitat for adult 
salmon. Adverse impacts of daylighting streams may include temporary increases in 
erosion associated with land disturbance; possible affects on adjacent land uses, such as 
road crossings, during construction; and construction-related increases in noise and 
air pollution. 
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Revegetation. Development along Elliott Bay and the Duwamish River replaced natural 
wetland vegetation with fill, buildings and pavement. Once fill is removed and an 
intertidal atea and shoreline are regraded, completion of the habitat restoration project 
Iequires revegetation with native wetland and rip~an plants. Revegetation by planting 
as opposed to natural seeding may be advisable to stabilize the area and promote 
desirable native species over invasive nonnative plants. Successful plant establishment 
depends on the creation of the appropriate hydrologic regime that favors desired plant 
species, and on ~e selection of plant species that suit the hydrologic regime and other 
site-specific factors. A debris control bamer, such as pilings and log booms, may 
be constructed to protect vegetation and wildlife habitat from floating debris and 
boat wakes. 

Positive impacts of revegetation include soil stabilization and restoration of riparian 
buffers and intertidal vegetation, which provide shelter, shading and food for salmonids, 
shore birds and other wildlife. Adverse impacts may include loss of fishing access 
because a debris control bamer is used. 

Substrate modification. Unifonn shorelines, which are considered desirable for 
navigation, lack the diversity of feAtures thAt provide hAbitAt for aqUAtiC life. In some 
cases, aquatic habitat function can be enhanced by modifications offshore. Possible 
habitat enhancements under this approach include increasing fme-grained mudflats; 
placement of boulders to promote the growth of macroalgae, such as kelp; and 
placement of oyster shell piles to provide artificial reefs for macroinvertebrates, such as 
juvenile Crabs. 

Positive impacts of substrate modification include increasing scarce habitat types that 
favor target species and providing substrate that increases the groWth of food organisms. 
Adverse impacts may include temporary increases in turbidity dming in-water 
construction and possible interference with navigation from the reduction in depths. 

Cbange in water depth. The straightening and dredging of the Duwamish Waterway 
and the dredging of the mudflats at the rivers mouth have resulted in an abundance of 
deep-water habitat and a lack of intertidal and shallow subtidal habitat. Restoration of 
shallow water habitats could be accomplished by placing fill in subtidal areas to obtain 
the desired depth. This restoration may be achieved in conjunction with fill removal 
from nearby uplands, provided the fill is not contaminated. 

Beneficial impacts of changing water depth include the creation of additional intertidal 
and shallow subtidal habitat areas. which are among the most important habitats for 
production of food organismspreycd on by migratory salmon and resident fish. Adverse 
impacts may include temporary increases in turbidity dming in-water construction and 
possible conflicts with navigation and fishing caused by reduced depths. 

Removal of contaminants. Many areas along the shores of Elliott Bay and the 
Duwamish River hAve been contAminated with industrial chemicals as a result of the 
industrial uses that have been predominant along these shores. Habitat development 
projects may involve the cleanup of contaminated areas, both to comply with the state 
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Model Toxics Control Act and to ensure the contaminants do not adversely affect the 
organisms the projects are designed to benefit. Cleanup reqUirements apply to both 
upland and aquatic areas. More infonnation on sediment cleanup is available in 
Chapter 3. 

Positive impacts of site cleanup include increased habitat value and reduced risk to 
people. fish and wildlife from direct or indirect exposure to contaminants .. Adverse 
impacts may include increased erosion from land disturbance, increased turbidity from 
soil erosion and from dredging and capping activity, and impacts associated with the 
.removal, transport and disposal of contaminated material off-site. 

Time frame/implementation schedule 

The Habitat Development Technical Working Group's evaluation of the project-specific 
factors described above should provide a general time frame and sch~ule for each 
project selected for implementation. The group will adjust timing and schedule as 
necessary during planning and implementation. To provide a general sense of anticipated 
project steps and the time they may require, a generic schedule for a typical project is 
presented in Table 4. 

Success criteria and monitoring 

Various environmental surveys and assessment studies will be initiated before habitat 
development project planning and implementation. After projects are completed, it 
will be necessary to moiutor them to evaluate the effectiveness of the restoration actions. 
Monitoring plans will need to be developed that address several important 
questions, including: 

• Is the project achieving ecological goals and providing desired functions? 

• Does the project fulfill the. consent decree obligations of providing 
substitute resources'] 

• Does the project meet the conditions associated with requiredpennits1 

• Does the project meet the goal of limiting recontamination from other sources? 

Careful projcct oversight may allow mid-course corrections to be made during the 
construction phase. Effective monitoring will assist in assessing project perfonnance and 
prescribing post-construction i~provements, if required. 

The issue of monitoring remains largely unaddressed by the working group, although 
costs anticipated for this activity have been accounted for in the Program's long-range 
budget planning. llle working group will need to develop a monitoring strategy that 
meets the above requirements while also being cost-effective. With limited Program 
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Table 4: Typical Habitat Project 
1993 1994 199& 1998 

10 Name Durllion 01 '93 T Q2 '93To3 '93 I 04 '93 101,.. I 02'94 J 03 '94 104'94 T 01 '95102 '95 T 03 '951 Q4 '95 T 01'96102 '96J 03 '96 
1 panel sile selection ld I I I I 

. 2 agency lead 20d • 

3 setect sile consullanl 40d . _ 

4 sile Invesligallon 40d I _ 
5 good sile goIno go decision Od I • 
6 Ipprllsal ~ I ~ 
7 negollalian with prop owner 120d 

I .. prellmln8ly CleSign 60d _ 
I 9 Panel and agency review 20d -----r------=.=------t-----------Il--------

10 Independent review 20d • 

11 revise prelimlnlry plan 1 ScI • 

I 12 SEPAINEPA document prep . 2Od. • 
I 13 P~.MUP ~ -----1--------~~~~~V~~~"~~~i----------------t-------------~ 

14 environment process "Od 

15 I final desIGn IQd 

16 I panel and agency r.... 20d 

17 I complete final design 40d 

18 I ShorelIne penni IOd 

19 Isholelne atate l 20d 

20 I Section 404, .. II SOd 

21 I revise final design 1 ScI 

22 I Panel review IOd 

23 I advertise 1 ScI 

24 le"alulle bids Iftd award 1 ScI 

25 I construction sl.. 1 ScI 

Prated: Typical Habital Projecl 
Dale: 7/12193 

Critical Progress 

Noncritical WA?ff2IA?ffffA Mlleslone. 

Page 1 
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funds, the Panel will need to fmd a balance between the need for effective monitoring 
and the desire to maximize project work. 

Three pilot restoration projects funded through the Coastal America P~ership process 
are using the monitoring approach described by the Estuarine Wetland Restoration 
Monitoring Protocol (Simenstad et al., 1991). Thi$ approach evaluates the 
attributes of restoration sites. quantifyina the specific environmental characteristics -
such as, food organisms, cover and nesting materials - that support fish and wildlife 
use. In addition to evaluation of completed restoration. projects, Coastal America 
monitoring includes the study of two ~ference sites on the Duwamish River. Reference 
site data will be useful to the Habitat Development Technical Working Group in 
establishing perfonnance standards for habitat development projects. Intertidal habitat 
attributes to be assessed at Coastal America restoration and reference sites include: 

• emergent plant community (composition, coverage, biomass) 

• sedentary infauna (species occmrence, density) 

• active inlauna 

• sedentary fish 

• sunaceepnauna 

• target species (juvenile salmonids, shore birds. waterfowl) 

• physical parameters (substrate, bathymetry. topography. sediment grain 
size, contaminants). 

A quantitative monitoring approach is desirable because it provides necessary data on the 
important attributes of restoration sites. This data can be compared to other sites, both 
natural and restored, in an effort to gain increased understanding of the effectiveness of 
various approaches to habitat restoration and enhancement. The Protocol is gaining 
increased agency acceptance. and its use iD. the monitoring of Coastal America 
restoration sites may have established an important precedent in restoration project 
assessment. It is likely that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, one of the four federal 
partners in Coastal America projects. will advocate continued use of the Protocol. 
including its application to Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program habitat 
development sites. 

Agency permits and approvals 
After the environmental review described in Chapter 1 and as selected projects proceed 
through design and construction, various pennits and approvals will be required by 
federal, state and local governments. Potential pennits needed for habitat development 
projects are the same as. those discussed for sediment remediation in Chapter 3. 
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Habitat development project relationship 
to other Program elements 
When habitat development projects are selected, the need for additional source control 
will be evaluated. If additional source control is found to be necessary, specifIC new 
source control measures will be identif'ted and carried out. It may also be possible to 
carry out h'abitat improvement in conjunction with some sediment remediation projects. 
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5. Source Control 

, The Panel bas been eltablilhing lource control goals to protect natural resources and 
prevent recontamination of sites selected for sediment remediation or habitat 
development in the area covered by the consent decree. In'accordance with the consent 
decree. the Panel will review and comment on source control actions proposed by the 
Oty of Seattle and Metro to achieve the Panel's goals, detennine if proposed actions are 
likely to achieve the Panel's gOals and direct the City and Metro to take actions approved 
by the Panel. 

The Panel's approach to source control is discussed below. This discussion 'focuses on a 
general overview of typical source control methods because specific source control 
measures cannot be identified until sedime~t remediatio~ and habitat development 
projects are chosen. 

To provide background and context, this chapter begins with a description of other 
gove~entpro~. 

,Other government p'rograms 
Since the 1960s, governments and agencies have carried out a number of programs to 
control the sources of pollution in the Elliott Bay/Duwalnish Restoration Program 
area. Many, of these programs are ongoing. This section gives a brief overview of 
these programs. 

Metro. Metro is responsible for the collection, treatment and disposal of wastewater 
from local municipalities in the Program area. Metto conducts a source control program 
that involves identifying pollution sources and helping those responsible for those 
sources to reduce or eliminate the pollution they generate. Metro conducts an industrial 
waste program that regulates large dischargers to the collection system, a hazardous 
waste program that targets businesges discharging small quantities of hazardous waste, 
and a household hazardous waste education program. Fmally, Metro undertakes projects 
to control combined sewer overflows. 

City of Seattle. The Seattle Drainage and Wastewater Utility (DWU) addresses flooding 
problems and water pollution associated with stormwater runoff. This utility conducts a 
monitoring program to aid in controlling pollutants at their source. In cooperation with 
regulatory agencies, the City has developed a permitting program for storm drains and a 
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sampling program for stonn drains and creeks. The utility's other source control 
pro~ include the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Loadel/ow Creek Watershed Action Plan and comprehensive drainare 
.Improvements. DWU has completed an action plan for the control of nonpoint 
source pollution in this watershed. Under this Ecology-approved plan, the City 
has applied for grants to design and build a creek rehabilitation project and 
create a 'streamkccper position. DWU has also provided water quality 
improvements and stormwater detention in the Delridge basin (Seattle 
Engineering Department, 1993). 

Duwamish River Source Control Prorram. Using an Ecology grant, OWU is . 
conducting a three-year source control program for Elliott Bay and the Ouwamish 
River. The program will improve the operation and maintenance of storm drains 
and facilitate cleaning and sampling efforts. Water quality inspectors will visit 
sites, investigate potential sources of pollution and provide information to 
businesses and property owners on best management practices for water 
quality protection. 

Harbor Island Superfund Cleanup. OWU entered into a voluntary agreement 
With EPA to clean the stonn drain system on Harbor Island, conduct a detailed 
pollutant source-tracing investigation program and conduct long-term water 
quality monitoring of the stonn drain system on the island. This work was 
completed in 1990. 

South Park Water Quality Improvement. DWU is currently designing a project in 
the South Park drainage basin to improve the quality of stonnwater released into 
the Duwainish River. The program includes construction of detention facilities to 
treat stonnwater, deCrease sediment loadings and protect a wetland 

Duwamish River cleanup. The Seattle Solid Waste Utility participates with 
community groups in annual cleanups along the Ouwamish River and Longfellow 
Creek. The City hauls and disposes of trash collected by the volunteers. 

Slormwqter. GrMinr and Drainare Control Code, This ordinance provides 
controls for new development and redevelopment. It includes updated provisions 
for stonnwater detention, pollution prevention, erosion control and the use of 
water-quality best management practices. 

Public outreach and educqtion. OWU has a program to educate citizens about 
their role in solving water quality problems. 

Storm draio sfeacilinr and motor oil reCYClinr. DWU operates storm drain 
stenciling and motor oil recycling programs. 
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The City'also conducts an extensive combined sewer overflow control program. The city 
completed control qf all its combined sewer overflo~s into Elliott Bay and the 
Duwamish River iii' 1992. 

Elliott Bay Action Program. The Elliott Bay Action Team (EBA 1) has been 
conducting soun:e control inspection of industrial sites since its inception in 1985. 
Inspectors fll'St focused their source control efforts on Harbor Island because of the 
superfund cleanup there. More recently, they have been inspecting facilities in the South 
96th Street drainage area in preparation for, planned drainage work by King County. 
In addition, they inspect facilities in other Elliott BaylDuwamish drainages in 1'Csponse 
to complaints. 

EcolOIY - National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System'(NPDES). Under this 
program, Ecology issues pennits for discharges to receiving waters from sources such as 
wastewater treatment plants, industries and stonnwater. These pennits limit the amount 
of pollution that discharges may contain. There are cUlTCntly 17 industrial facilities that 
have active NPDES pennits and discharge to the Duwamish River. Most of these 
discharges consist of noncontact cooling water or stonnwater. 

Ecology also administers new NPDES stormwater permit regulations, which require 
permits for the discharge of storinwater from most industrial sites. A baseline 
stonnwater general permit (baseline pcnnit) developed by Ecology will cover most 
industrial categories. In general tenns, the stonnwater permits require development and 
implementation of stonnwater pollution prevention plans, which focus on 
implementation of best management practices. Activity at construction sites affecting 
more than five acres also requires coverage by the baseline pcnnit. 

The NPDES stormwater permit regulations also require cities and counties with an 
urbanized population of 100,000 or more to apply for an NPDES permit for discharges 
from their separate stonn drainage systems. This requirement applies to both the City of 
Seattle and King County. The City and County have submitted their I;lpplications to 
Ecology. When issued. the stonnwater permits will make cities and counties responsible 
for the quality of their 4ischaries from storm drains. Because of the pennit requirements. 
the City and County have adopted new drainage ordinances that give them enforcement 
authority over pollution discharges to their stonn drainage systems. 

Ecology - Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) PrograllL This joint 
EcologylBPA program regulates the generation, handling and disposal 'of hazardous 
wastes. Regulatory requirements under the program can include waste containment 
measures, material-handling requirements, groundwater monitoring and site cleanup. 

Ecology - Pollution prevention. Pollution prevention is a major element of all 
Ecology programs. Ecology regulations include requirements for best management 
practices in stonnwater and industrial waste discharge pennits, for reduction of 
hazardous waste generation and hazardous substance usc, for control of air emissions and 
for development of oil-spill prevention plans, to name a few. Ecology will be placing 
more emphasis on pollution prevention in the future. 
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Port of Seattle. The Port controls discharges from Port property by regulating the use of 
petroleum products, reducing pollutipn from these products, and studying and controlling 
stann drain discharges. 

King County. King County has established a watershed planning program for the . 
GrcenIDuwamish River basin in cooperation with Ecology. The program has identified 
nonpoint pollution programs, has worked to enhance intergovernmental coordination and 
is developing action plans for the areu of greatest pollution. These action plans will 
attempt to reduce nonpoint pollution from stormwater, livestock, on-site septic systems 
and other sources in the basin. 

Seattle-King County Department of Public Health. The Seattle-King County 
Department of Public Health conducts three programs that may decrease pollution in the 
Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration Program area: a plan to educate businesses that 
generate small quantities of hazardous waste about state hazardous waste management 
priorities and solicit their cooperation, a "Hazards Line" to provide information on the 
proper disposal of hazardous materials, and a pamphlet to describe hazardous waste 
disposal regulations, proper recycling and disposal methods, and other information. 

Alternatives and their consequences 
This section describes different alternatives the Panel could use for source control 
projects. It also generally discusses each alternative's potential environmental 
consequences, many of which will 'be beneficial. Alternatives and their consequences 
will receive more detailed discussion in the environmental assessments prepared for 
individual projects. ' 

The consent decree gives source control a different role than it gives sediment 
remediation and habitat development Under the consent decree, the Panel must establish 
source control goals to protect natural resources and prevent recontamination of sediment 
remediation and habitat development project sites. Any source control efforts canied out 
under the Program must be linked to these sites. To meet the Panel's-goals at these sites, 
the City of Seattle and Metro will detennine what source control actions, if any, need to 
be taken beyond existing source control programs. Any additional source control actions 
will be subject to Panel review and approv~. Thus, the level of new source control 
efforts associated with specific sediment remediation and habitat development projects 
will fall somewhere between no effort and substantial effort, depending on a variety 
of factors. 

Since it cannot be known what source'control alternatives might be used until specific 
sediment remediation and habitat development projects have been proposed, this section 
does not contain a detailed discussion of source control alternatives. However, typical 
source controls and their consequences are generally discussed below. 
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No-action alternative 

Implementation of this altemative would mean that no source control efforts beyond 
those already planned or under way by the City ofScattle, Metro and other entities would 
take place. The consequences of this altemative would vary from site to site. Without 
associated source control efforts, a project site could be recontaminated with pollutants. 
Alternatively, sQurce conU'OI may already be substantially achieved at a site, with no 
further pollutant impact expected from preventable combined sewer overflow and storm 
drain sources. 

Action alternatives 

Source control techniques that could be used under the Program include targeting 
industrial sources and assisting them with best management practices, such as recycling 
or disposing of waste products, to prevent the discharge of pollutants to the storm drain; 
increasing the maintenance of tribUtarY sewer or storm drain systems; sampling, 
monitoring and inspecting sewerage systems upstream; and redirecting flows to Metro 
for treatment. Additional measures include monitoring the storm drainage system to 
·locate sources of pollution and educating the public about keeping pollutants out of the 
drainage system. Although major combined sewer overflow control projects are essential 
for source control, the City of Seattle and Metro have separate ongoing programs. 
Metro's current combined sewer overflow control plan calls for 75 percent combined 
sewer overflow control by the year 2006. Selected outfalls could be addressed on an 
accelerated schedule to pJ'Qvide adequate source control sooner. 

The consequences of these source control actions would be to reduce the amount of 
pollutants reaching and potentially harming natural resources in the Program area. The 
potential degree of reduction would vary from site to site. 

Selection and implementation 
of source control 
As Program projects are selected, the City of Seattle andlor Metro will review the status 
of pollutant discharges from their systems to the project sites. They will then investigate 
the need for additional source control efforts at each site. If investigation indicates the 
nCed for additional source control, either or both of these agencies will develop proposals 
for implementing controls and submit them to the Panel for approval. They will then 
carry out the proposals approved by the Panel. 
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6. Conclusions 

The Draft ConcepiDocument re1cascd in August 1993 provided background on the 
Elliott BayJDuwamish Restoration Program and described the process developed by the 
Panel in implementing sediment remediation, habitat development. and source control 

. programs. The geographic scope of actions to be undertaken was provided, and the 
general environmental condition of Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River was 
discussed. Also presented were criteria, evaluation and ranking of potential sediment 
Jemediation and habitat development projects. 

As indicated in the Executive Summary, this chapter serves primarily as an update of 
decisions made subsequent to and as a result of public comment and Jeview. Responses 
to many of the public comments on the Draft Concept Document have been integrated 
into the following discussions. In addition, summary information is provided on where 
the Panel will go from here. Included are discussions of some of the site-specific steps 
that will be taken on projects and opportunities for continuous public involvement. 

Sediment remediation 
A total of seven primary criteria were developed to assist in the prioritization of the 24 
combined sewer overflow and stonn drain sites evaluated for cleanup. Criteria 
developed and evaluated for each site included the relative amount of chemical 
contaminants present, the adequacy of combined sewer overflow/stann drain source 
control at the site, the relative potential of the cleanup site to benefit fish and wildlife, the 
site's ability to accomplish additional habitat improvements. the relative risk to human 
health, the potential for public education, and the opportunities for coordination with 
other projects. Each of these criteria was assigned a weight to reflect their relative 
importance. Individual sites were assigned scores according to each weighted criteria. 
An overall ranking was developed for each site by adding the individually weighted 
scores. 

To complete the selection process, additional factors were also considered on a site-by
site basis. These factors included the potential for recontamination from other sources 
and the combined sewer overflow/stonn drain· source control schedule. Also assessed 
were the potential that other sponsors could perform the cleanup, opportunities for joint
funding by other parties .and the availability of disposal sites and/or capping materials. 

Based upon the results of the ranking (see Table 1, Chapter 3, page 23), the previously 
mentioned additional considerations and favorable public response, the Panel approved 
the development of work plans for characterization of the level and extent of 
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contamination at the following combined sewer overflows and storm drains located 
within the Duwamish Waterway and shown on Figure 7: 

• Diagonal Way combined sewer overflow and stonn drain 

• . Duwamish Pump Station combined sewer overflow 

• Norfolk.combined sewer overflow. 

In recognition of the importance of the central waterfront area of Elliott Bay, the Panel in 
1992 adopted and funded a 4.S-acre Pier S3-SS sediment remediation pilot project. 
Project construction was completed in 1992, and an ongoing monitoring pr()gram to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the cap and enhanced natural recovery area was also 
adopted. 

The Panel is sponsoring a waterfront recontamination study, which is scheduled for 
completion by early 1995. Results of the study will help identify the areas with the least 
likelihood of recontamination from other sources along the waterfront. Pending 
satisfactory results of this study. the Panel will likely pursue one or more additional 
projects along the waterfront. 

After individual sites are initially selected for implementation. the following activities 
will be undertaken by the City of Seattle and/or Metro. acting as the project manager for 
each site: . 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

characterize existing site conditions 

identify alternative sediment remediation approaches· and recommend preferred 
remedial actions 

establish cleanup goals and project success criteria . 

establish an approximate project schedule 

develop a monitoring plan 

conduct an environmental review and obtain pennits 

implement the cleanup project 

evaluate project success and use the results to improve future projects. 

In addition to these site-specific actions. an investigation will be conducted to detennine 
if additional source control efforts are needed to protect remediated sites. If the 
investigation indicates that additional soUrce control is warranted, the City of Seattle 
and/or Metro will develop proposals to implement such controls. Proposals approved by 
the Panel will then be implemented. 
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Habitat development 
The tasks of evaluating and selecting habitat development projects have been guided by the general 
goal of benefiting fish and wildlife species: and the habitat atuibutes on which they 
~n~ , ' 

Assessment criteria were identified, and a weighting and scoring system, as described in 
Chapter 4, was applied to each potential project Site. High-priority criteria include size, 
distance from contamination, the extent to which restoration activities would benefit fish 
and wildlife, and the location of the potential project within the estuarine system. 
Criteria considered as medium priority were identified as engineering cost/likelihood of 
success. proximity to public facilities. nature and condition of SUlTOUOding land uses. and 
the proximity of the potential project site to other habitats. Ownership, potential adjacent 
land use and public access were determined to be of lower priority. 

Potential project sites within Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River were initially 
identified through previous work (Tanner, 1991), efforts of working group members and 
a site nomination process available to members of the public. This identification process 
resulted in a project inventory and ranking (see Chapter 4). Public interest pUrsuant to 
the presentation and evaluation of the project inventory and ranking resulted in the 
addition of two potential sites. Greater Harbor 2000 nominated Pier One as il site for 
habitat restoration activities, and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe asked that Kenco Marine 
be linked with City Light South and assessed'in the inventory. Each of these sites is 
described below and shown in Figure 8 (an update of Figure 5, Chapter 3, page 27). 

Site 31: Pier One. As a result of the development of the Greater Harbor 2000 
Framework Plan, Pier One was nominated for consideration by representatives' of Greater 
Harbor 2000. The site is a largely unused industrial parcel in the southwest portion of 
Elliott Bay. Pier One is in the immediate vicinity of the proposed Port of Seattle 
southwest harbor redevelopment The conceptual plan presented for Habitat 
Development Technical Working Group consideration proposed that the Port of Seattle 
purchase the property for shoreline public access and the Panel fund cleanup and habitat 
development at the site. 

Additional Site Considerations 
• Community support for this site is evidenced by inclusion in the Greater 

Harbor 2000 Framework Plan. 
• Purchase of the site would increase public ownership of the Elliott Bay 

shoreline by an additional 1 ,300,linear feet 
• Opportunity for nonintrusive public access and associated educational 

benefits appear to be very good at Pier One. 
• Site is in close proximity to known sources of contamination. Existence of 

slag material in fill at the site, as well as at other nearby known contaminant 
sources, limits habitat restoration opportunities. 



• Site acquisition and development costs may be greater than existing 
resources. 

• Lack of association of adjacent, suspected subtidal sediment con~ation to 
Metro and City of Seattle combined sewer overflows or stonn drains limits 
consideration for remediation with Elliott BaylDuwamish Restoration 
Program funds. 

Site 4B: KencolCity Light South. Following preliminary partial approval of a 
proposal to purchase the Kenco Marine site with funds from the Metro Shoreline 
Improvement Fund (SIF), the Mucldeshoot Indian Tribe asked that the site be evaluated 
in conjunction with adjacent City Ught South (Site 4). In the vicinity of Turning Basin 
Number 3, Kenco is also adjacent to a Coastal America project. being completed by the 
Port of Seattle. Restoration activities that were considered include structure removal, fill 
removal and minor regrading, aild revegetation in intertidal and riparian zones. The 
opportunity of combining Kenco with City Ught South increases the potential benefits of 

. restoration activities. 

Additionql Site Con~iderqdon.s, 
• The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe is currently working on developing 

infonnation necessary for site acquisition. Purchase would need to be 
confmned before fmal site selection. 

• Potential may exist for coordination with the nearby Rainier Vista Sho~line 
Improvement Fund project. 

• This portion of the Duwamish River, in the vicinity of the Turning Basin. is 
believed to be important to juvenile sa1monid saltwater transition. 

• The Turning Basin is at the upper end of the Duwamish Waterway and is, 
therefore, subjected to reduced vessel wake and associated erosion problems. 

• King County Surface Water Management is working on addressing problems 
iD the drainage basin with the South 96th Street stann drain. This work will 
reduce . nonpoint source pollution in the area and may afford opportunities for 
collaborative habitat work. 

• This site has significant potential for the development of public access. 
education and interpretive facilities. The site could also be tied to the 
adjacent Duwamish bicycle ttail. 

• Current and/or potential habitat work in the vicinity of the Turning Basin 
would likely increase the value of habitat work completed at this site. 

As shown in Table 5 (an update of Table 3, Chapter 4, page 53), Pier One, identified as 
Site 31, achieved a medium ranking. The Kenco/City Ught South potential project, 
identified as 4B, received a score that placed it within the high-priority grouping. 

Based on public input and.further evaluation after the presentation of the Draft Concept 
Document. members of the Habitat Development Technical Working Group detennined 
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Site 

Name 
City Light N. 
Myrtle Edwards 
Kenco/City Light S. 
City Light S. 

T-I05 
Seaboard 
Pier 89 
Kellogg I. 
T-I07 
W. Seattle Shore 
Turning Basin 
Duwamish Park 
1 st Ave. SI509 marsh 
Smith Cove U/W Park 

T-I08 
PugetCreek 
ist Ave. S 
Pier 1 
Spokane St. 
Sea King Industrial Pk. 

Slip 4 
S. Riverside 
E. Wlrway 
Pump Station 
Riverbend Park 

Pier 27 
Slip 6 

T-115 
Fisher Mills 
Longfellow Creek 

Table 5: Potential Habitat Development Site Ranking 
(June 1994) 

Size Distance Injury Habitat ProL Land Use: Engr. Cost! Proximity 
(acres) from Types Habitat Exist Success tohblic 

Contam. Facilities 
high med.lhigh high medium high high low meditllD 
medium medium high med./high medium high medium high 
medium med.lhigh high medium med./high medium medium meditllD 
medium medium high medium medium medium ltigh meditllD 
high. low/med. med.lhigh low/med. high medium ltigh high 
high medium high medium high med.lhigh medium meditllD 
medium med.lhigh high med./higb medium med.lhigh low high 
high medium high low/med. high high low low 
high. medium medium low high high medium high 

Imedium medium med./high low/med. ~ium med.lhigh low high 
medium high high medium med./high low/med. medium low 
low medium medJhigh low/med. low med.lhigh ltigh high 
high low medium low/med. high medium medium high 

low medium high low low medium high high 
high low med.lhigh low/med. med.lhigh medium medium high 
low medium low/med. medium high high medium low 
medium low med.lhigh low/med. low low high high 
medium low med.lhigh medium low medium low high 
low low med.lhigh low low low/med. high high 
medium low/med. med.lhigh low medium low/med. high low 
medium low high medium low low' low medi1lD1 

low low med.lhigh low/med. low low/med. medium medi1lD1 
low low med.lhigh low/med. low low/med. low high 
low low med.lhigh low/med. low medium low medi1llll 
medium high low low low medium low low 
medium low/med. med.lhigh low/med. low low medium low 
medium low med.lhigh low medium low/med. low low 

low medium med.lhigh low low low low low 

low low med.lhigh low low low/med. medium low 
low low low med. to high low high 

Owner PttbL Land Use: TOTAL 

-ship Access Potential RANKING 
SCORE 

high high medium high 
high high high high 
high high high high 
high high high high 
medium high lowlmed. high 
low medium medium high 
low high medJhigh high 
medium high high high 
medium high medium high 
high high high high 
low medium medium medium 
high high med./high medium 
high medium low medium 
high high high medium 
medium low low medium 
low . high medium medium 
medium high low medium 
low high medium medium 
high high medium medium 
low low high medium 
low medium medium low 
high medium lowlmed. low 
medium high low low 
high medium medium low 
low high medium low 
low low low low 
low low medium low 
low medium medium low 
low low low low 
low medium low 



that proje~ts benefiting trust resources could be undertaken initially within three 
geographic focus areas, shown in Figure 7: 

• the area of the Turning Basin 

• the Kellogg Island vicwty 

• tho Blliott Bay shoreline. 

Projects in each of the geographic focus areas will ~Jnable the Panel to maximize habitat 
restoration goals developed by the working group. It is also anticipated that the projects 
will benefit from the cultivation of collaborative efforts so that stewardship and long- . 
term success are assured. Through this means, those projects that received a lower 
ranking in the evaluation process will receive additional consideration in the future. 

The rationale for the selection of the three geographic focus areas of interest includes the 
benefits of applying the landscape ecology approach and responsiveness to public 
interest. As noted in Chapter 4, the Tuming Basin area, located at the head of navigation 
of the Duwamish River. is also an area of restoration activities sponsored by federal 
agencies and the Port of Seattle under the Coastal America Partnership. Kellogg ISland 
and the adjacent area Pl'Qvide a mix of habitat types, and members of the public· 
expressed a high degree of support for restoration projects in this area. Projects along the 
Elliott Bay shoreline were also deemed important to trust resources. Members of the 
public have urged the Panel to consider projects that could support and maintain 
productive habitat. In response, the technical working group is reviewing literature and 
further evaluating opportunities for beneficial restoration activities along the shoreline. 

At the time this document was published. the City had begun negotiations to acquire the 
Seaboard Lumber site near Kellogg Island. Depending on the results of initial site 
investigation, the Panel will decide whether to undertake a habitat restoration project at 
this location. As other sites along the Elliott Bay shoreline and in the Turning Basin area 
are identified, more detailed examinations of site contamination and potential effects of 
proximate pollutant sources on habitat projects will be undertaken. Site investigations 
will include detailed analysis of habitat attributes, tidal flow regimes and other factors 
that have a bearing on successful restoration activities. 

For each project selected for implementation, project managers will undertake the 
following ·activities: 

• 

• 

• 

characterize existing site conditions 

conduct an environmental audit 

identify alternative habitat development approaches and recommend preferred 
habitat development action 
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• establish project success criteria 

• establish an approximate project schedule 

• develop a monitoring plan 

• conduct an environmental review and obtain pennits 

• implement the project 

• momtor project success and use the results to modify future projects. 

When habitat development proj~ts are selected, the need for additional source control 
will also be evaluated. If it is detennined that additional source control is necessary, 
specific source control measUIeS will be proposed by the City of Seattle and/or Metro for 
Panel approval and implementation. 

Source control 

Source control effons may be undertaken by the Panel to protect natural resources and 
prevent Iecontamination of sites selected for sediment remediation or habitat 
development. Hence, source control investigations in this context will be a component of 
each project. These source control efforts are independent of other source control 
activities already in effect or planned in the area by the City of Seattle and Metro. In 
accotdance with the consent decree, the Panel will review and comment on source 
control actions proposed by the City of Seattle and Metro to achieve the Panel's. goals. 

. detennine if the proposed actions are likely to achieve these goals, and direct the City . 
and/or Metro to implement approved actions. 

Opportunities for pub,lic involvement 
Participating governments and agencies comprising the Panel are committed to a process 
that invites and seeks continuous public comment and involvement in project 
investigation and selection .. 

Public co~nt received on the Draft Concept Document indicates approval of potential 
project inventories and preliminary selections for sediment remediation and habitat 
development projects. The Panel bas been urged to be attentive to; 

• watershed issues 

• source control 
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• impact of projects on navigation and fishing 

• the relationship of individual, sediment remediation and habitat develop~nt 
restoration projects to source control and other program elements 

• opportunities for collaborative efforts with other cleanup and restoration project 
sponsors 

• encouragement of public involvement through long-tenn stewardship 
opportunities. 

The Panel acknowledges that each of these points is critical to overall prognun success. 

The Panel continues to value and actively seek opportunities for collaboration with other 
parties and coordination of sediment cleanup projects with habitat development projects 
to maximize benefits to trust resources. As acknowledged in Chapter 1. the Panel 
anticipates continued opportunities for coordination with· cleanup activities and habitat 
projects that are being or will be developed through other federal, tribal. state and local 
government programs within Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. Project success 
criteria based on the specifics of a project include the identification of opportunities for 
collaboration and stewardship that will help ensure program success beyond the life of 
the Panel. Continuous public involvement is important to the success of this program. 

Meetings of the Panel. including its working groups and committees, are open to the 
public. Involvement in these deliberations provides direct access to the public as 

. preliminary decisions arc made. In addition. public comment is sought during publicized 
special meetings and workshops. As the Panel continues With project investiga.tion and 
implementation. the environmental review and pennitting processes will serve as yet 
other vehicles for public comment and review. 
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Detailed Background, Organization 
and Process 

Program background 
Under the federal Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability 
Act of 1980 (CERCLA), the U.S. Department of Commerce and U.S. Department of the 
Interior are authorized to act as trustees for certain of the nation's natural resources. 
Under this law and under delegation from the U.S. Department of Commerce, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is the federal trustee for 
natural resomces, including fISheries resources, associated with coastal and offshore 
waters of the United States. The Interior Department is the federal trustee for fish and 
wildlife. The law also authorizes the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, the Suquamish Tribe 
and Washington state agencies, to be trustees for natural resources under their control. 
The law authorizes these trustees to assess and recover monetary damages for hann 
resulting from releases of hazardous substances to natural resoUlCCs for which they 
are trustees. 

On March 19, 1990, the United States ftIed suit on behalf of the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration against the City of Seattle and Metro to recover damages for 
alleged injury to natural resources in Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. The 
suit described the injury as having been caused by the release of hazardous substances, 
particularly specifIC harmful metals and organic chemicals, from the City and Metro 
sewerage systems. The suit sought to recover damages in the fonn of the costs of 
assessing injury and of "restoring, replacing or acquiring the equivalent of the affected 
natural resources" (Consent Decree, 1991). 

The City of Seattle and Metro maintain that effluent discharged from their combined 
sewer overflow and stonn drain outfalls has presented little, if any, potential for injury to 
the natural resources in Elliott Bay and the Duwarnish River. that their wastewater 
collection, treatment and disposal programs have contributed substantially to decreasing 
andlor minimizing injury and damage to natural resources; that their water quality 
programs have made improvements in the water quality of Elliott Bay and the Duwamish 
River; that their pretreatment programs, along with on-site monitoring, keep the 
contribution of industrial sources within pennitted discharge limits; and that the limited 
natural resource injury from combined sewer overflow and stann drain outfalls appears 
to have originated equally from industrial, commercial and residential customers that 
discharge into the City and Metro systems (Consent Decree, 1991). In addition, before 
1991 when sediment standards were adopted, there were no regulations.,pertaining to the 
quality of sediment near discharges. 
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Rather than go through a potentially long and costly legal process. the parties· to the suit 
worked out an agreement by which they will work together to restore and replace the 
Datural resources of Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River. The agreement is 
embodied in a September 1991 consent decree issued by the U.S. District Court, Western 
District. of Washington. The main elements of the. agreement include the following: 

• The aireement will cover Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River up to the 
head of navigation. 

• . The parties to the suit will fonn a Panel of Managers to plan and direct projects 
with the assistance of technical advisory groups. 

• The Panel will include the public in selecting and planning projects. 

• The City and Metro will continue their existing pollution conttol programs. 

• The Program conducted under the agreement will meet the following 
requirements for sediment remediation, habitat development and source control: 

. Sediment Remediation 
• The City and Metto willjointl'y pay $12 million into a nst account over a 

six-year period. 1992-1997. . 
• Projects will occur primarily around City and Metro combined. sewer 

overflow and stonn drain outfalls. 
• The Panel will use state sediment standards to detennine the level of cleanup. 

Habitat Development 
• The City and Metro will jointly pay $5 million into the nst account over the 

same six-year period. 
• The City and Metro will jointly make available real estate valued at up to $5 

million as sites for projects. 
• Projects will occur near parks and other public facilities when compatible 

with the habitat development goals. 

Source Control 
• The City and Metro will jointly make available up to $2 million in additional 

measures to control sources of pollution that could recontaminate the sites 
of sediment remediation and habitat development projects. These funds 
will be used where sources cannot be adequately controlled through 
existing programs. 

Soon after the agreement was signed, the parties to the agreement began work on the 
Program, which they named the Elliott BaylDuwamish Restoration Program. 
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Organization and process 

Program organization 

The parties to the consent decree are the u.s. Department of Commerce's National 
Oceanic and Atnlospheric Administration, U.S. Department of the Interior (acting 
through the U.S. Fish and WIldlife Service), Washington State Department of Ecology 
(Ecology), Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, Suquamish Tribe, City of Seattle and King County 
Department of Metropolitan Services (Metro). These entities subsequently became the 
participants in the consent decree and thus the members of the Panel established to direct 
the Program created by the agreement The role of all Panel members is to make sure the 
Program meets the legal obligation of restoring and replacing natural resaun:es in the 
Program area - Elliott Bay and the lower Duwamish River - as specified in the 
consent decree. In addition, the City of Seattle and Metro also have the role of funding 
and providing real estate and in-kind services for the Program. 

The consent decree gave the Panel the autharity to direct the Program. This authority 
includes, among other things, establishing procedures; detennining how project funding 
is to be spent within the consent decree framework; gathering data; planning and 
approvin, projects; establishing sonrce control goals; reviewin,. commenting on and 
approving proposals by the City of Seattle and Metro to meet the Panel's source control 
goals; providing infonnation to other governments, agencies and the public; deciding 
which studies and projects are to be carried out; and establishing standards for and 
managing projects. . 

The Panel is assisted in its work by two technical working groups-one for sediment 
remediation and one far habitat development-and by a public participation committee. 
These subgroups consist of representatives of Panel member governments as well as 
representatives of other entities involved with Elliott Bay and lower Duwamish River 
natural resources (Consent Decree, 1991). The three subgroups establish goals; review, 
prioritize and recommend projects; collect and disseminate infonnation; and address a 
variety of issues for their assigned areas. Proposals and rcconuncndations developed by 
the subgroups must be approved by the full Panel before they can be implemented. 

The process by which the Panel will meet the requirements of the consent decree is 
generally as follows: 

• 

• 

In scheduled increments from 1992 through 1997, the City of Seattle and Metro 
will provide $24 million for sediment remediation, habitat development and 
source conttol projects. Payments are in the form of direct funding. real estate 
and in-kind services. 

With the assistance of the technical working groups, the public and other 
concerned governments and agencies, the Panel will identify ,review and 
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prioritize potential sediment remediation and habitat development projects as well 
as associated source control measures. . 

• The Panel will select for implementation those projects that best meet the consent 
decree requi.rements. 

• . The Panel will implement the selected projects, including finalizing project 
design, managing implementation and conducting post-project monitoring to 
measure success. 

The preceding description is, of course, only a general overview of the Program's 
process. More detail on any aspect of this process is available from the Administrative 
Director at the phone number and addreSls provided on the back: of the title page of 
this document. 

Environmental review process 

Many federal programs and projects must meet the mquirements of the National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In addition, most programs and projects sponsored 
or regulated by Washington state agencies must meet the requirements of the State 
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). Since the Elliott Bay/Duwamish Restoration 
Program is· both federally and sta~ sponsored, it is subject to the requirements of both 
NEPA and SEPA. The way in which the Program wil1 meet these requirements is 
discussed below. 

NEPA requires federal agencies to evaluate the potential environmental impacts of their 
proposals. The Program will conduct this evaluation for each of its proposed projects 
througb an environmental assessment (EA). NEPA specifies thatEAs must include 

-discussions on the need for a proposal, on alternatives to the recommended course of 
action or proposed project, and on the environmental impacts of the proposed action or 
project and its alternatives. Based on 40 CPR, § 1508.9, EAs are required to provide 
sufficient evidence and analysis for an agency to determine whether to prepare an 
environmental impact statement (BIS) or a finding of no·significant impact (pONSI). 

To minimize duplication, SEPA allows state and local agencies to adopt the NEPA 
environmental review of a project to meet SEP A requirements. When Ii NEPA EA is 
prepared for a project, a state or local agency may adopt the EA to satisfy the SEPA 
threshold detennination requirement [WAC 197-1l~610(2»). 

The Panel will follow this approach. An EA will be prepared for each selected project 
and will be adopted under SEPA. When the EA is completed, it will be made available 
for public comment for at least 30 days. The SEPA adoption of the SA may take place 
concurrently with the issuance of the EA so that a single comment period. may be used to 
meet the requirements of both NEPA and SEPA. If the adoption takes place later, a 
second comment period might be provided to comply with SEPA. 
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To minimize redundancy, BAs for projects occurring later in the Program will be written 
under a tiering approach that builds on earlier BAs. The BAs on the first project for 
sediment remediation and habitat development will each lay the foundation for fully 
addressing all important environmental issues for their respective class of projects. BAs 
on sub~uent projects will summarize the issues that were adequately addressed in 
earlier BAs, refening the reader to those EAs for details on these issues and then going 
into detail on any new issues or impacts of concern. for the project at hand. 

The public is being provided an opportunity to participate in the environmental review 
process for the Program through the public participation process described in Chapter 1. 
If an EA concludes that the environmental impacts of a project or a series of projects are 
likely to be significant, the Panel will likely either modify the project to reduce the 
impacts or select another project. If the benefits of the projcct appear to justify it, the 
Panel may decide to prepare an environmental impact statement to more fully evaluate 
the project's benefits, impacts and alternatives. 

Permitting· 

When the environmental review process for a project is complete, the Panel will apply 
for the federal, state and local permits necessary to carry it out. Proposed projects will 
have to meet the requiJ:emcnts of all applicable laws and regulations in order to proceed. 
The public: will have an opportunity to conunent on the. permit applications for each 
project by contacting the.appropriate regulatory agencies. 
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Eilioff Bay/Duwamlsh Restoration Program 

Public Meeting on the 
,Elliott Bay IDuwamlsh Restoration Program 

February 10. 1993 

Comments Recorded on Flip Chart 

• Minor sum of money for the scope of the project. 

• Not aware of settlement pr,eviously. Is this a backdoor for industry to pay 
$24 million to continue polluting? 

• How was the geographic scope defined? Why are only intertidal areas 
being considered for restoration/remediation? 

• Co chairperson for Historical Duwamish was not notified of the meeting. 
Comments on the historical uses of the Duwamish River. 

• The Duwamish Tribe is interested in more opportunities for involvement 
with the Panel's activities. 

• Why donlt the City of Seattle and Metro recover costs from industry? 

• How does the Harbor Island cleanup fit in? 

• Metro related pollution near West Point Treatment Plant should 
be addressed. 

• Will habitat development plans near Seacrest Park address historical 
contamination from Seattle Steel slag and Wycoff? Will the sediment be 
cleaned up? ' 

• How do areas of upland contamination figure into identified 
restoration plans? 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

What were the aiteria for the initial identification of potential 
habitat sites? 

How do you keep restored areas free from recontamination? 

What. percent of outfall impact areas are being looked at for possible 
sediment remediation? 

Do any proposed projects have any effect on navigability? 

Are there any salmon spawning in Hamm Creek? 

Encourage adult salmon spawning in Hamm Creek through spawning 
habitat enhancement as part of restoration projects. 

How do you define biological success? How will sites be maintained to 
prevent invasion of nonnative species? 

Why is NOAA in current position in settlement Panel? Isn't NOAA's 
jurisdiction usually limited to marine areas? 

The proper designation of the Muckleshoots is "Muckleshoot 
Tribes. I' Muckleshoot refers to a group of tribes that live at the 
Muckleshoot reservation. 

What is the potential for making the Duwamish Tribe a party to the 
settlement agreement? This is their native land, and they want to help 
clean it up. 

Why is the scope limited to combined sewer overflow and storm drain 
outfall impact areas? 

Duwamish Tribe would like to see canoe landings at all restoration sites. 

Potential for contamination of restored habitats by sediment transport. 
Suggest phased approach: first, sediment; then, habitat. 

Specific answers are needed to important questions: . 
• How contaminated ate the fish people are eating, and what are the 

health effects? 
• Will fish staying in the river longer as a result of increased habitat 

also result in increased health risk? 

The $24 million should be evenly divided geographically. 
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• Harvesting of shellfish should be prohibited where not safe. The Panel 
should address health issues. 

• Water quality in the Duwamish River needs to be addressed: the 
temperature is too high; the oxygen is too low.-

• Blackfo~t Tribe recognizes the Ouwamish Tribe even though lhey are nol 
recognized federally~ The Duwamish Tribe should be included in 
Duwamish River cleanup efforts. 

• There used to be fish in creeks in West Seattle. Would like to see 
restoration of Longfellow Creek and Schmitz Park Creek. Also, would 
like to see restoration of a creek that comes off Pigeon Hill near the north 
end of Kellogg Island. 

• Do plans include transporting clean mud with living biomass to ensure 
food organisms colonize remediation sites? 

• Should consider reintroduction of native Olympic oysters. 

• Change Duwamish slough back into the Duwamish River. ''Put the kinks 
back into it.1t 

• Will repeat cleanups be necessary because of recontamination? More 
should be done to address source control. 

• What is the cost-effectiveness of moving outfalls farther out into the bay, 
considering potential for recontamination of nearshore areas? For 
example, Denny Way combined sewer overflow. 
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EllloH Bay /Duwamlsh . Restoration Program 

Habitat Development Workshop 

April 14, 1993 

Comments Recorded on Flip Chart 

• Need to address human health/safety at habitat development sites. 

• Motorized boat ramp at Seaboard Lumber site (Option 1) not consistent 
with habitat goals. 

• Need to consider existing habitat value at Kellogg Island. 

• How many projects can you under~ke for $5 million? 

• What are the recommended project sites? 

• Provide rationale for "size" as a high-priority criteria. 

• Consider the value of several smaller projects in comparison to one or two 
large projects. . 

• Any potential habitat development sites in tributaries to the Duwamish 
River under consideration? 

• Costs of projects seem high in comparison with those of Coastal America. 

• Need to be more clear regarding your emphasis on intertidal 
habitat projects. 

. • Ducks/ geese are a nuisance - people should stop feeding them. Don't 
let your habitat development projects compound the problem. 

• Suggest that the distribution of effort be one-third Duwamish River, one
third inner Elliott Bay and one .. third outer Elliott Bay. 
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• 

• 

• 

. . 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Unkages between concerns regarding restoration, consumption of 
shellfish and relocation of outfalls. 

Restoration of habitat can benefit and encourage sea cucumbers, 
dungeness crabs and oysters as well as clams. Consider eelgrass and 
vegetated kelp beds. 

Need to consider managed harvesting of shellfish as you pursue 
habitat development. 

Are other potentially responsible parties being pursued so that you can 
undertake additional projects? 

Public access as a criteria - is it a priority? 

What is the goal of habitat development? 

Which species are you trying to benefit? 

Don't restore with the idealized past in mind - consider the needs of 
species using the river presently. 

Maximization of value of habitat projects. 

Overemphasis on the Duwamish River. 

Seek economies by using material removed from one site at another. 
Keep beneficial uses in mind. . 

Disposal of dredged materials expensive. 

Which sites seem to be "one-time" opportunities? 

Try to duplicate habitat currently used by juvenile salmonids; 

T-107 should be developed at the same time as the Seaboard Lumber site. 

Any consideration of city property at Smith Cove? At Pier 91 ? 

Sedimentation rate - is it a potential problem at habitat sites? 

Upland restoration at T -1 08? 

Consider Wolf Bauer's work. 
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• Aquatic plants source? 

• SuggeSt you use foliage available from city construction projects. 

• Consider giving small amounts of funds to community groups for stream 
. stewar~hip work. 

• Suggest I you get adjacent landowners involved in your projects. 
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Elliott Bay/Duwamlsh Restoration Program 

Sediment Remediation Workshop 

Aprll,21. 1993 

Comm~nts Recorded on Flip Chart 

• Metro/City source-control timing and goals. 

• When will Metro reach the goal of one event per year? 

• ,How does "control" reduce overflows? 

• What is being done for storm drains and combined sewer overflows for 
which you are working toward a goal of one event per year co,mpared 
with those for which you have yet to accomplish that goal? 

• What happens with stormwaterfromoverflows? 

• What is being done to reduce nonpoint source inputs into storm drains? 

• Do bioassays confirm sediment chemiStry results? 

• Sediment standards do not address risk. 

• Please describe relationship / differences between Superfund activities 
and Panel activities. 

• Do Metro/City face liability for sites not remediated under 
this settlement? 

• Why isn't Sedrank being applied? 

• How many sites can you work on for $12 million? 

• How long will capping preclude human uses of sites? 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

How will caps be affected by activities such as shipping? 

How will you know if a cap is dam~ged? 

Please describe the size of Pier 53 cap and the monitoring program for 
biological recolonization. 

Are there ghost shrimp in Elliott Bay? 

Are small outfalls on Harbor Island being considered? 

Has sufficient sampling been done to determine discrete project 
site boundaries? 

If there is a continuum along the waterfront with a link to Harbor Island, 
how do you plan to isolate a "partiar' project? 

It appears that you haven It considered hydrology in your criteria for 
project selection. Why not? 

Contaminated sediment sinks not addressed in criteria. 

Looking at your criteria and rankings, it appears that some intertidal sites 
are ranked lower than some large subtidal areas. Please explain. 

What is being done to address private outfal1s? 

. Does lO-year recontamination period start only after cleanup? 

Is data from Elliott Bay and/or the Duwamish River being tied to a 
computer model? ' 

Is recency of data being considered in terms of acceptance criteria 
for data? 

Are the data solely from surface sample grabs? 
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EllloH Bay/Duwamlsh Restoration Program 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

,Public Meeting on 
Draft Concept Document 

Septem"'r 29, 1993 

Comments Recorded on Rip Chart 

What will be the navigation disturbance in project area? How will 
projects be affected? 

Surface runoff pollution is going to be a constant problem for projects. 
Money would be better spent on catch basin filters and other source 
control to allow nature to clean itself. Spending money on land purchases 
may end up being a waste of taxpayer's money. 

Efforts of Panel are commendable - urge source control and overall 
watershed strategy. Would like to see more public participation. 

Were contaminated soils and hydrology considered when selecting sites? 

What were "other" criteria in selecting sediment remediation sites? Could 
unranked criteria, such as engineering cost and likelihood of success, 
make or break a sediment remediation project? If we don't know the level 
of contamination at a potential habitat restoration site, then remediation 
costs may cause project to fail. 

What are the times, locations and foci of Thursday meetings? 

What is the change in the flow regime of the Duwamish. River and what 
are the implications for restoration projects? 

What data will be collected on the tidal regime prior to developing habitat 
projects? 

What is the status of Riverbend Park as a potential restoration site? 
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• What was the rationale for dropping sites 1 and 2 (located south of the 
Turning Basin) from the original inventory? 

• What determined Panel project area boundaries? 

• Suggest riparian shoreline enhancements and Elliott Bay shoreline 
enhancements. ' 

, 

• What guarantees are there that low-priority projects won't be forgotten 
once the Panel's work is done? 

• The City of Tukwila has annexed the oxbow area of the Duwamish River. 
The area includes sites 1 and 2 of the potential habitat development 
project inventory. 

• Sea Scouts is interested in the Seaboard project and in being one of the 
long~term stewards (inretum for havirig a permanent home for the Yankee 
Clipper). 
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Glossary 

Aquatic ecosystel'l'l!;. Interrelat'.M and interacting communities and popu1ations of plants 
and animals that'depend on aquatic habitat. 

Cleanup Screening Levels (CSL). Concentrations of sediment that may cause low 
levels of hann to some organisms in Puget Sound. Ecology uses these levels to identify 
contaminated sites for cleanup. 

Combined sewer overflow (CSO). The discharge of a combination of 
untreated sewage and stormwater from the sanitary sewerage system to natural waters 
through overflow relief mechanisms and piping. Combined sewer overflows are 
associated with older portions of combined sewerage systems designed to accept both 
sewage and stormwater runoff. Combined sewer overflows occur during large storms 
when the volume of stormwater runoff entering the sewerage system causes the total 
volume of water and sewage to exceed the system1s capacity. Discharge of this excess 
volume was designed to occur through combined sewer overflow pipes to prevent system 
failure, which can include backups, flooding and health hazards. 

Covered area. See "Program ~a. II 

Creation of habitat. Oeating wetlands from upland habitat that was not 
historically wetland. 

DDT (dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, and related isomers). Organic compounds 
once used as insecticides. 

Enhancement of habitat. Increasing the habitat function of sites currently providing 
marginal aquatic habitat value. 

Estuarine. Relating to a partially enclosed coastal body of water that has a free 
connection with the open sea and, within which seawater is measurably diluted with 
freshwater derived from land drainage. 

Habitat attributes. Physical and biological characteristics of wetland habitats that 
foster fish and wildlife utilization by facilitating reproduction. foraging, refuge from 
predation andlor disturbance, and physiological adaptation. 

Habitat development. Acquisition of living natural resources for the purpose of habitat 
restoration and replacement and any program, technique, method or other means of 
creating or enhancing aquatic or benthic habitat in Elliott Bay or the Duwamish River 
(Consent Decree, 1991). 
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Habitat function. The ability of a site or area to provide support for fish and wildlife 
species and their associated resources. 

Habitat restoration. Returning historical aquatic habitat attributes to sites that are 
cummdy upland or degraded wedand 

HCB (hexachlorocyclohexane). Organic compound used as an insecticide. 

Landscape ecology. An approach to habitat development emphasizing broad spatial 
scales and the ecological effects of the spatial patterning on ecosystems. Specifically, it 
considers the development and dynamics of spatial heterogeneity, interactions and 
exchanges across heterogeneous landscapes, the influences of spatial heterogeneity on 
biotic and abiotic processes, and the management of spatial heterogeneity. 

Minimum Cleanup Levels (MCUL). The highest concentration of a contaminant that 
can be left at a site after cleanup. 

Mitigation. Mitigation is implemented through a pennit process, such as the U.S. Army 
Corps of Bngineers' Section 404 pcnnit program. Mitigation includes avoidance, 
minimization and fmally compensation if other fonns of mitigation are not completely 
successful. Compensatory mitigation carl include restoration, enhancement and 
creation projects. . 

PAHs (polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons). Organic compounds present in petroleum 
products, such as gasoline, and/or released by the combustion of these products. 

PCBs (polycblorinated bipbenyls). Very stable organic compounds used in oils in 
electrical equipment as hydraulic fluid and for other uses. 

Program area (also called "covered area"). The embayment, known as Elliott Bay, on 
Puget Sound located between Alki Point and West Point and including the shoreline 10 
meters upland from the mean high water line, and the Duwamish River from the point at 
which it discharges into Elliott Bay to the head of navigation (approximately river mile 
6, incolTCCdy referred to as river mile 10 in the consent decree), including Harbor Island 
and the East and West Waterways around Harbor Island (Consent Decree, 1991). 

Sediment capping. The placement of a layer of clean sediment over an area of 
contaminated sediment. A sediment cap is typically one to three feet thick. The purpose 
of capping is to isolate contaminated sediment from the marine environment and provide 
a clean habitat for bottom..(\welling and other marine organisms. 

Sediment Quality Standards (SQS). Levels generally considered safe for organisms in 
Puget Sound - the long-tenn goal for sediment quality in the sound. 

Sediment remediation. Any program, technique, mefuod or other means of dredging, 
removing, cleansing, isolating, immobilizing, bioremediating, capping or containing 
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sediment that contain hazaidous substances beneath the waters of Elliott Bay and the 
. Duwamish River (Consent Decree, 1991). 

Source control. Any program, technique. method or other means of restricting or 
eliminating the discharge or other release of hazardous substances into . Metro and the 
City of Seattle combined sewer overflowand/or stann drain outfall systems (Consent 
Decree, 1991). 
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CCMP 
CERCLA 

CSL 
CSO 
DDT 
DNR 
DWU 
EA 

EBAP 
EBAT 
EIS 
EPA 
FONSI 
RCR 

.MCUL 
MTCA 
NEPA 
NOAA 
NPDES 
NRDA 
PAR 
PCB 
PSDDA 
SEPA 
SIF 
SPIF 
SQS 
USFWS 
WAC 

Acronyms 

Comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan 
Comprehensive Environmental ResponSe, Compensation and Liability Act 
of 1980 
Cleanup Screening LevelS 
Combined sewer overflow 
Dichlorodiphenyltrichioroethane 
Washington State Department of Natural Resources 
City of Seattle's Drainage and Wastewater Utility 
Environmental assessment, prepared under the National Environmental 
Policy Act . 
Elliott Bay Action Program 
Elliott Bay Action Team 
Environmental impact statement 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Finding of no significant impact 
Hexachlorocyclohexane 
Minimum Cleanup Standards 
Model Toxies Control Act 
·National·Environmental Policy Act 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
Natural Resource Damage Assessment 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
Polychlorinated biphenyls 
Puget Sound Dredged Disposal Analysis 
State Environmental Policy Act 
Shoreline Improvement Fund 
Shoreline Park Improvement Fund 
Sediment Quality Standards 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
Washington Administrative Code 
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